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JOINT ATTENTION IN INFANCY: DEFINITIONS, SENSORY-MOTOR BASIS AND 
DEVELOPMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
 
Successful social interactions require the coupling of the bodies and minds of the 
participants. Joint visual attention to the same target is a critical component of this coupling. By 
9 months of age, as measured both in trial-based experiments and in continuous naturalistic play, 
infants engage in joint attention with an adult. Infants’ early joint attention skills, measured in 
both contexts, are strong predictors of future developmental outcomes including language 
development. Thus, the consensus assumption is that shared skill sets support joint attention in 
trial-based experiments and in free play with a social partner. Growing evidence raises doubts 
about this assumption since the different contexts for joint attention appear to elicit the 
phenomenon differently. Research is needed to fully understand the phenomenon across contexts 
and determine whether individual differences in trial-based joint attention are predictive of 
individual differences in free play with the parent. Furthermore, research is needed to examine 
joint attention moment-to-moment during play in order to examine the real world infant and 
parent behaviors that occur during these moments of parent-infant coupling and can point to 
mechanisms that can potentially link joint attention to infant learning and development. The 
previous studies that show early joint attention predicts later language development show 
correlational evidence that the coupling of infants with mature social partners matters for 
development, and thus the specific pathways through which joint attention benefits infant 
learning and development are not known. The aims of the dissertation are 1) to understand how 




contexts, and whether individual differences in the contexts are related, and 2) to examine the 
developmental consequences of joint attention in the context of free play in order to begin 
building a pathway between joint attention and infant learning and development. Together, three 
studies show that coordinated visual attention occurring during continuous naturalistic parent-
infant play supports the infant’s own control of visual attention both in-the-moment and eight 
months later, but that measures of joint attention obtained during naturalistic play do not tap the 
same underlying processes measured in trial-based contexts for joint attention. I discuss 
implications of this work for the theoretical claims on joint attention and suggest a likely 
pathway through which joint attention achieved in the context of free play with the parent may 
support language learning as well as academic achievement and self-regulation. The results 
demonstrate one instance of the larger and general problem in science: when clean and controlled 
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Introduction to the Dissertation 
 
The quality of parent-infant social interactions is well known to have long-lasting effects 
on the development of children’s social skills (Landry, Smith & Swank, 2006), self-regulation 
(Fay-Stammbach, Hawes, & Meredith, 2014), language (Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein & 
Baumwell, 2001), and school achievement (Grolnick & Ryan, 1998). The quality of these social 
interactions, are, of course not solely the product of the parent’s own behavior nor that of the 
child, but a dyadic property. One component of early social interactions that predicts future 
development is known as joint attention (Tomasello & Farrar, 1986; Yu, Suanda & Smith, 2019). 
Shared attention to a visual target is by definition a dyadic property but the original and 
dominating approach within researchers has been to focus on the skills that the infant needs in 
following gaze cues from a social partner. Most of the research on this phenomenon has been 
carried out in the context of a scripted interaction. These traditional measures of the infants’ skill 
are obtained from discrete trial-based experiments taking place in the laboratory (e.g., Brooks & 
Meltzoff, 2005; Mundy, Delgado, Block, Venezia, Hogan & Scibert, 2003), a context that is 
ideal to provide fair estimates from all infants since all subjects get exposed to the same scripted 
interaction with the experimenter. The scripted interaction that is part of the research context 
defined for the experiment not only misses the dyadic component of joint attention but it also is 
unnatural.  
Joint attention, two individuals look to the same object at the same time, also occurs in 
everyday contexts. A growing body of literature suggests that the phenomenon elicited in the 




everyday real-world contexts. Conversely, the paradigm of free parent-infant play session is 
representative of more natural contexts like the home and thus, provides insights into the 
properties of the moments of joint attention as they naturally occur between the parent and the 
infant. In the context of continuous free play sessions, infants follow social cues that contain 
manual contact with the attended object and engage in joint attention through “hand-following” 
pathways (Yu & Smith, 2013; 2017a). Moreover, infants play a dual role as initiators and 
followers of the joint attention moments (Yu & Smith, 2013). Finally, joint attention is defined 
as a moment, one that results from the fine sensory-motor coordination of the infant and parent 
within themselves, and between the two (Tasker & Schmidt, 2008; Smith & Yu, 2017a; 2017b). 
Joint attention elicited in discrete trial-based experiments looks strikingly different, as it does not 
involve holding cues and infants only follow with their eyes an experimenter’s gaze that occurs 
in predefined trials with no relation to the infant’s state (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005; Mundy, 
Delgado, Block, Venezia, Hogan & Scibert, 2003). Joint attention in the context of discrete trial-
based experiments is believed to be an infant ability that can be measured equally for all infants 
given the scripted interaction and standard behavior of the adult (Tasker & Schmidt, 2008). The 
evidence suggests that the phenomenon elicited in the context of trial-based experiments lacks, 
by design, the natural properties that describe how joint attention occurs in the real world.  
Lab-based phenomena that are not representative of what occurs in the real world create 
serious problems for researchers in general (Rothwell, 2005) but especially for those interested in 
understanding how humans develop. Experiments help researchers reduce the complexity in the 
world, isolate variables to make causal inferences and propose mechanisms of development. But 
mechanisms are only valid for the study of development if they play out in the real world. Every 




development are built from the accumulated changes happening in real time moment-to-moment 
(Smith & Thelen, 2003). Thus a crucial question is how clear, precise and predictive findings in 
laboratory relate to the real world phenomena we are trying to understand.  
The paradigm of continuous free play session approximates more closely to the real 
world and it allows researchers to propose detailed pathways that connect real world behavior to 
real world infant learning and development. Recent research that uses the paradigm of 
continuous free play sessions, has shown that joint attention occurring in the context of every day 
play between the parent and the infant supports the maintenance of infant visual attention to the 
jointly attended object (Wass, Clackson, Georgieva, Brightman, Nutbrown & Leong,  2018a; Yu 
& Smith, 2016). The evidence suggests that joint attention supports infant sustained attention and 
because infant sustained attention in turn supports infant learning (Lansik & Richards, 1997; 
Richards & Casey, 1992; Ruff, 1986), Yu & Smith (2016) raised the hypothesis that infant 
sustained attention is part of the developmental pathway that connects joint attention to future 
learning and development. There are open questions that pertain to this hypothesis, in particular 
what are the parent behaviors that support infant sustained attention during moments of 
coordinated joint visual attention? And what is the role of coordinated joint attention moments 
for the development of self-controlled sustained attention? Research that addresses these 
questions by measuring joint attention in the context of continuous free play is needed to begin 
testing the exact mechanisms through which joint attention supports language learning and 
development. Previous studies that examine the role of joint attention for child development by 
using discrete trial-based measurements of the phenomenon, may have measured a phenomenon 
that is not related to the real world and have established a link between joint attention skills and 




Rojas, 1998; Mundy et al., 2007; Markus et al., 2000). As a result these previous studies cannot 
explain the exact ways in which joint attention may benefit real world infant learning and 
development.  
The dissertation addresses important open questions in the field and has two specific 
aims: 1) to investigate the relation between measures of joint attention provided by standard 
discrete trial-based experiment and measures of joint attention provided by the context of free 
play in order to address the apparent Joint Attention Disconnect; 2) to examine the 
developmental consequences of infant-parent joint attention for infant sustained attention in 
order to begin building a path from joint attention to infant learning and development. As 
demonstrated by previous research, joint attention during everyday play supports infant sustained 
attention (Wass et al., 2018a; Yu & Smith, 2016) and in turn, sustained infant visual attention is 
associated with visual learning of the attended object and with future developmental outcomes 
including language ability, self-regulation and academic achievement (Duncan, Dowsett, 
Claessens, Magnuson, Huston, Klebanov, Pagani, Feinstein, Engel, Brooks-Gunn, Sexton, 
Duckworth & Japel, 2007; Kochanska, Murray, & Harlan, 2000; McClelland, Acock & 
Morrison, 2006; McClelland & Cameron, 2012; Welsh, Nix, Blair, Bierman & Nelson, 2010). 
Two thirds of this dissertation work focus on testing the hypothesis that coordinated joint visual 
attention during free play supports the development of infant’s own control of attention. 
   For the purposes of clarity, joint attention elicited by the discrete trial-based experiment 
is referred to in this dissertation as Joint Attention. The term Coordinated Joint Attention is 
used in turn to refer to the phenomenon as it is elicited in the context of continuous free play 




phenomenon without respect to the research context in which it is being measured by 
researchers.  
The dissertation has three experimental chapters that are written as stand-alone papers 
formatted for publication. Chapter 2 investigates 9-month-olds Joint Attention and Coordinated 
Joint Attention in order to address whether there is a Disconnect between the two dominant 
approaches that are used to study joint attention. Are the individual differences captured by the 
discrete trial-based experiment predictive of infant behavior in the context of free play? This 
paper is not yet submitted for publication and presents a longer version of the to-be-submitted 
paper, taking the room allowable in a thesis to discuss the broader implications of the findings. 
The other two experimental chapters of the dissertation investigate only Coordinated Joint 
Attention because the context of free play, and not the context of discrete trial-based 
experiments, allows one to examine real world joint attention as well as its real world 
developmental consequences. Chapter 3 examines the multimodal nature of Coordinated Joint 
Attention and its real time effect on the infant’s own ability to sustain visual attention. This paper 
is published in Developmental Psychology. Chapter 4 tests the long-term consequences of 
Coordinated Joint Attention that effectively extended infant attention in the moment. Together, 
Chapters 3-4 build the case for a mechanistic pathway that links social partners and infants’ 
future development, a pathway described in the General Discussion of the dissertation along with 










The Joint Attention Disconnect: Comparing babies in a discrete trial-based experiment and 
in a continuous free play session 
 
The end-goal of many research programs is to establish causal links and pinpoint 
mechanisms with respect to the phenomenon of interest. Experiments that manipulate potential 
causes and control for extraneous factors are the gold standard for determining causes and 
specific mechanisms. Nonetheless, an increasingly large number of researchers are now carrying 
out their research in more naturalistic settings such as the home environment (e.g., Fausey, 
Jayaraman & Smith, 2016; Karasik, Tamis-LeMonda, Adolph & Bornstein, 2015; Roy, Frank, 
DeCamp, Miller & Roy, 2015; Tamis-LeMonda, Custode, Kuchirko, Escobar & Lo, 2018), 
where experimental control is reduced and necessary and sufficient causes are not determinable. 
In the same way, researchers are also leading initiatives to collect corpora that are home-based 
(VanDam, M., Warlaumont, A. S., Bergelson, E., Cristia, A., Soderstrom, M., De Palma, P., & 
MacWhinney, 2016; see Homeview project led by Dr. Linda Smith and PLAY led by Drs. Karen 
Adolph, Catherine Tamis-LeMonda and Rick Gilmore) and there are increasing discussions of 
in-principle limitations of basic science approaches for translation (Dahl, 2017; Kessler & 
Glasgow, 2011; Schmuckler, 2001; Rothwell, 2005; Tamis-LeMonda, Kuchirko, Luo, Escobar & 
Bornstein, 2017). One possible approach to this problem is both to try to understand –with 
precision—behaviors in real-world free-flowing multicausal contexts and to try to then link those 
behavioral measures to experimental findings. One possibility, however, is that much of the 
phenomena elicited in the laboratory links only weakly to the behaviors and internal processes 




attention in laboratory experiments and as it unfolds in free-flowing interactions, and showing 
that infant behavior elicited in the trial-based lab context is not related to behavior that occurs in 
the complexity of more naturalistic contexts. In conclusion, we argue that we need to embrace 
the complex causal pathways in the real world, and find ways to determine them, moving away 
from tightly controlled clean “petri dish” research designs. 
The Translation Problem 
	
Experiments are widely used tools that researchers use to uncover mechanisms and find 
causal relationships that link a cause with its effect. In a typical experiment, the phenomenon of 
interest is recreated, or specified, in a research context that is held constant across subjects and 
allows researchers to control –by turning on/off, or by varying degrees— the independent 
variable they hypothesize has a causal effect on the phenomenon. Researchers can attribute the 
change in the phenomena that occurred when the independent variable was manipulated, either 
across different groups or across trials of the same group, to the independent variable. 
Effectively, researchers can conclude that the independent variable is the mechanism operating 
behind the phenomenon since everything else in the research context, once specified was held in 
constant, across groups or trials, when the effect was found.  
Although powerful, experiments are not bulletproof. One specific concern is the 
possibility that the phenomenon elicited in an experiment is determined primarily by the 
laboratory task itself, and thus is specific to that task. This is deeply problematic for any complex 
phenomena because the whole goal of these experiments is to understand and control phenomena 




There are at least three cascading effects associated with the study of a lab-based 
phenomenon that does not generalize to the real world. First, the causes found to be linked to 
phenomenon in the context of an experiment may not play the same causal role for the 
phenomenon outside the experiment because the phenomenon elicited in the experiment, in the 
first place, is not representative of the phenomenon in the real world. If there is a disconnect 
between the behavior elicited in the lab and the behavior as it occurs in more real-world contexts, 
then the cause-effect relations shown in the laboratory would not operate in the real world. 
Second, if there is a disconnect, the wrong causal links established in the experiment between 
causes and effects will result in the proposal of wrong theories about how the world works and 
thus inspire studies that miss the point of research –learning about the phenomenon of interest in 
the real-world– but pursue research questions that will not eventually teach us about the world 
that we want to understand. Third, if there is a disconnect, researchers and the general public will 
build on those theories to create interventions that are not going to be helpful for the 
phenomenon of interest in the real-world, where interventions ought to work. Together these 
cascading effects demonstrate the far-reaching consequences that science’s translation problem 
has for not only our generation of scientists and practitioners, but also for future generations. 
Failures to translate findings obtained in experimental contexts to real-world contexts are 
a pervasive problem in science. In the lab, and in some people, the Bacillus Calmette-Guerin 
vaccine (BCG) for tuberculosis disease is highly effective. But the vaccine is also highly 
controversial and a clear example of complex multi-causal pathways that are not understood.   
The controversy over the BCG vaccine concerns the validity of experiments because they failed 
to show that the latitude of the region being tested interacted with the efficacy of the vaccine. 




populations and geographic regions, and it is still not clear whether the vaccine should be 
recommended in some parts of the world (Teo & Shingadia, 2006). The world –and how it 
affects this vaccine and tuberculosis—is complex and not understood. A similar example 
concerns the effectiveness of a surgery that supposedly reduced the incidence of cerebral 
infarction in patients diagnosed with the disease that is responsible for about a third of the new 
cases of strokes and is called asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis. The randomized trial that 
tested the effectiveness of the procedure was scientifically rigorous, however it was implemented 
in 39 clinical centers that were top-notch centers with highly trained doctors. The results of the 
study led to erroneously estimate the risk of the procedure that patients are exposed to when they 
are treated in other less specialized facilities that do not have highly trained doctors. Outside the 
experimental context defined in the original study, operative mortality increased 8-fold and the 
risk of stroke and death was about 3-fold higher (Rothwell, 2005). These translation problems 
occurred because science goes for the essential factors and imposes high control, and thus it does 
not attribute the results to the effect of other factors that are seemingly nonessential to the basic 
mechanisms tested but are life-threatening nonetheless. In another example, researchers have 
also failed to translate findings to the real world because the measure of interest that was used in 
the research context was not actually the measure that mattered outside the laboratory context. 
Fluoride was tested in the lab as a treatment to increase the bone density and in fact, the effect 
shown on bone density in the lab was robust. However, the fluoride treatment resulted in an 
increased risk of fractures when applied to patients (Riggs, Hodgson, O'fallon, Chao, Wahner, 
Muhs, Cedel & Melon, 1990). Bone density was a surrogate outcome, or a biological marker 
that was in theory an indirect measure of clinical outcomes; in this case, their chosen surrogate 




The Disconnect between experimental research and the real world is particularly 
problematic for the field of developmental psychology, the science that investigates how children 
develop. Development can be viewed as the product of changes occurring at nested timescales. 
Big developmental changes are seen at larger timescales of years and months, but smaller 
changes occurring day-in day-out one minute to the next one underlie these larger changes and 
thus it is the infant’s every day behavior that brings developmental change (Smith & Thelen, 
2003). In turn, the behavior that a child generates in real time is the product of the integration 
and interaction of the child’s sub-systems and the characteristics of the context that comes in 
contact with the system (Smith & Thelen, 2003). As a result, it is paramount that experiments in 
developmental psychology understand the complex contexts –and underlying processes—that 
operate in the real world (or at least tell us something about the world), the context in which 
development takes place. There are a number of cases in the study of human development where 
highly replicated lab-based phenomena are later determined not to be what they initially seemed. 
One example is Mutual Exclusivity: infants map a novel name to a novel object in the context of 
a known object with a known name (Markman, Wasow & Hansen, 2003). This phenomenon 
generated a huge amount of interest in the 1980s as a “fast mapping” solution to word learning. 
But now we know that mutual exclusivity is unlikely to play a major role in the real world. 
Researchers have questioned that fast-mapping can explain the problem of word learning (Deák , 
2000; Kucker, McMurray & Samuelson, 2015). Specifically, mutual exclusivity has been shown 
to depend on memory mechanisms and occur only when the potential referents are repeated over 
time (Mather & Plunkett, 2009). In the same way, the A-not-B task apparently measured object 
permanence, or the understanding that objects continue to exist even when they are not 




(2003) showed that young infants’ errors of perseverating by reaching to the location without the 
object disappeared when small manipulations of the task were added. They proposed that the 
child’s system self-organizes to produce cohesive patterns of action but that the system is also 
sensitive to initial conditions and interactions between the changing components of the child’s 
system and the context. As a result, claims about development, its mechanism and causes, need 
to be based on experiments that elicit behavior in multiple and variable ways; behavior that can 
be generalized to the real world and does not depend on the arbitrary highly controlled tasks to 
be seen. The field should worry about how important a phenomenon or putative mechanism is if 
it cannot be measured in the complexity of everyday life.  
The main goal of this paper is to understand a potential additional example of a 
Disconnect problem: joint attention when studied in discrete trial-based tasks and through 
observation of parent-infant free-flowing interactions.  
The Phenomenon of Interest: joint attention 
	
Interactions between two individuals or more often require the establishment of a 
common referent among the participants of the interaction. This referent could be the projector 
screen used by the speaker during a presentation. Individuals attend to the same thing at the same 
time by being sensitive to social cues that indicate an individual is engaged with an object 
including the individual’s eye-gaze itself, gestures, speech, manual contact with an object or 
even the orientation of the body when directed to the attended object. When individuals pick up 
these cues and “follow” them by visually attending to the object of interest, they can build an 
interaction, or joint action, around the common referent. Specifically, by having their eye-balls 




processes that build on the establishment of a common referent such as language (and theory of 
mind as some would argue, Baron-Cohen & Cross, 1992), individuals can work together, teach 
or challenge each other, but also laugh, explain, create, solve, among others. Joint attention 
occurs when two individuals look to the same object at the same time and this everyday 
phenomenon is almost a prerequisite for the smooth dynamics of social interactions that occur 
every day in a variety of contexts.  
Where does joint attention come from and how does it develop? Developmental 
psychologists trace the beginnings of joint attention to infancy. There are two dominant 
approaches to study joint attention between an infant and an adult; one elicits the behavior in the 
context of a trial-based experiment and one that elicits the behavior in the context of continuous 
free-flowing play sessions with objects. The two approaches conceptualize joint attention 
differently and they ask different questions (Tasker & Schmidt, 2008): the former defines it as 
(and examines) the ability of the infant to engage in joint attention given a standardized trial 
procedure that is constant across other infants. The latter defines it as (and examines) the 
emerging properties of the moment itself that is created by the joint effort of each infant and the 
parent throughout the course of a more naturalistic free play interaction. The two research 
contexts used to study joint attention not only conceptualize joint attention differently, a growing 
body of literature appears to suggest the phenomenon elicited by the trial-based procedure is not 
representative of the phenomenon that occurs in the more natural context of continuous free-
flowing play sessions. 
Joint Attention in the Context of Trial-based Experiments 
  
In a typical trial-based experiment that measures Joint Attention (JA) skill, the infant is 




across the table in a clean room with only two objects on the table (or two posters on the wall). 
The experiment consists of between 3-8 trials and each trial lasts on average 5-8 seconds. Each 
trial begins with the experimenter turning the head and eyes to look at one of the two objects that 
are present in the room. The experimenter maintains the direction of gaze for a few seconds and 
then returns to look at the infant’s face. Experimenter’s speech is sometimes added to the main 
the “gaze cue” given to the infant in the form of the infant’s name repeated three times (Mundy 
et al., 2003; Morales, Mundy & Rojas, 1998); experimenters however do not touch with their 
hands the object that is being cued with the experimenter’s eye-gaze to the infant. Cameras 
around the room record the entire experiment so that trained coders can score the infant’s ability 
to engage in Joint Attention. Even though joint attention in this context can technically occur for 
as long as the experimenter and infant look to the same object during the trial, the majority of 
scoring methods have measured the infant’s ability to engage in JA based on whether the first 
look that the infant generated during the trial was directed to the experimenter-attended object 
(Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005; Morales, Mundy & Rojas, 1998; Mundy, Card & Fox, 2000; Mundy, 
Block, Delgado, Pomares, Van Hecke & Parlade, 2007; Markus, Mundy, Morales, Delgado & 
Yale, 2000). The most common first-look based measure in the literature is the proportion of 
correct trials, which is obtained by dividing the number of trials in which the infant looked first 
to the experimenter-attended object, by the total number of trials that the infant completed. Even 
if an infant spent the majority of the trial looking at the object attended-to by the experimenter, 
the infant’s score in JA depends only on the first look.  
The research studies that have used the trial-based task to elicit JA and have used the 
proportion of trials that were correct to measure JA ability, claim that infant’s abilities to engage 




available cue to establish a common referent with the experimenter in the experimental context is 
the experimenter’s eye-gaze and infants still engage in JA (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005). 
Researchers who use to this trial-based approach to study JA have attributed the ability to engage 
in Joint Attention to an intention-reading module that takes information from the eyes and makes 
inferences about the intention of the other person. This literature also suggests that the ability to 
follow gaze is present by 6 months of age (Morales, Mundy & Rojas, 1998) and that at 9 months, 
infants generate a correct first look in 25% of the trials (Mundy et al., 2007). Different studies 
show that the gaze-following ability that supports JA undergoes dramatic change throughout the 
second year of life (Mundy et al., 2007; Vaughan, Mundy, Block, Burnette, Delgado, Gomez, 
Meyer, Neal & Pomares, 2003). Additionally, the evidence suggests the infant’s ability to engage 
in joint attention through following (measured by the gaze-following task just described) or 
leading (a type of joint attention moment that was not even possible in the gaze-following task) 
is not the same and in fact recruits different brain networks (Mundy et al., 2007; Mundy, Card & 
Fox, 2000).  
The claims made by the trial-based approach (with respect to how JA occurs, how it 
develops, how it relates to other infant abilities) hinge on their methods, as any claims do. After 
all, the claims come from results, results come from scoring the behavior, and behavior comes 
from the research context defined to elicit the behavior. The trial-based experimental approach 
creates a clean and controlled “social interaction” that is held constant across infants in which 
infants are tested for their ability to establish a common referent with an adult with the use of 
first-look based measures. In particular, the interaction that occurs is set up to take unique values 
with respect to who is the adult that is interacting and how she/he behaves, the type of cue given 




cue as well as the location of the objects when the infant was asked to jointly attend to the 
experimenter-attended object. These task characteristics once defined they are maintained equal 
across participants and thus provide a fair estimate of each infant’s ability under the research 
context. But is the “social interaction” recreated by the research context and used to elicit an 
infant’s ability to engage in JA representative of the interactions that infants partake of in their 
everyday lives? How reliable and valid are the estimates obtained by first-look based measures? 
Coordinated Joint Attention in the Context of Continuous Free Play Sessions 
	
Parent-infant free play sessions carried out in the laboratory are one excellent 
approximation to the play interactions of infants and their parents that take place in real-world 
contexts such as the home (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2017). As a result, the context of a continuous 
free play session has been used by several research laboratories to elicit Coordinated Joint 
Attention between infants and their parents. When compared to the context of discrete trial-based 
experiments, this more naturalistic context allows us to determine if the behavior elicited in 
discrete trial-based is representative of infant behavior in everyday contexts. The term 
Coordinated Joint Attention (Coordinated JA) is used in this paper to refer to joint attention 
occurring in the context of Continuous Free Play sessions and to be distinguished from the 
phenomenon elicited in the Discrete trial-based experiment referred to as Joint Attention (JA). 
The term joint attention without any capital letters is used to refer to the concept of the 
phenomenon without regards to the methodology and definition used by researchers to study it.  
In a typical free play session that measures Coordinated JA moments, the parent and 
infant are brought into the lab and given a set of toys to play with for 5 or 10 minutes. Infants are 
sometimes sitting at a table across the parent, or are sometimes on the floor with the parent. The 




parents are free to touch objects with their hands and to also talk while they play. Cameras record 
the interaction to measure both infant and parent behavior moment-to-moment capturing what 
the infant looked at, what the parent looked at, touched and said. Several recent studies have 
implemented head-mounted eye-trackers (Yu & Smith, 2013; 2017a; 2017b), which are attached 
to hats worn by the parent and the infant. By measuring where the parent and infant look at 
during the interaction, researchers define episodes of Coordinated Joint Attention. Some 
researchers define Coordinated JA as the moments in which the infant and the parent look to the 
same object at the same time (Yu & Smith, 2013) during the entire interaction and for as long as 
it happens, while some others define it as the moments in which the infant and the parent look to 
the same object while also looking to each other’s faces (Tomasello & Farrar, 1986; Tomasello 
& Todd, 1983) during the entire interaction.  
As it is clear, the context of free play session is designed to be as natural as possible in 
order to examine the emergence of Coordinated Joint Attention from the dynamic interaction that 
unfolds between the parent and the infant. In fact the only fixed characteristics of the “social 
interaction” are the objects they play with, the duration of the play session and whether they sit at 
a table or on the floor. Importantly free play sessions are representative of the interactions that 
infants are exposed to day-in day-out (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2017) and that ultimately build the 
fundamental skills of the developing infant (Smith & Thelen, 2003) that support among others, 
the ability to jointly attend to objects with another individual. As a result, the continuous free 
play sessions provide researchers with the opportunity to assess the training ground that supports 
infant’s development of Coordinated Joint Attention (as well as the development of infant’s 
reaching, hand-eye coordination, attentional control, language). We turn to describe the 




which joint attention occurs during discrete-trial context and during the continuous free play 
context. 
JA in the Context of Trial-based Experiments differs from Coordinated JA in Continuous 
Free Play Sessions 
	
The existing evidence suggests that the phenomenon of Joint Attention recreated in the 
discrete trial-based experiment differs considerably from the phenomenon recreated in the 
continuous free-flowing play in at least five ways.  
First, in the trial-based experiment, Joint Attention occurs in discrete units and is not 
immersed in the continuous and free flowing dynamics of human social interactions. In the real 
world, the coordinated action of looking together to an object emerges from an ongoing 
interaction that unfolds in time and is not defined arbitrarily by the onset of a trial, which a 
computer can present and trained experimenters too when instructed to do so. Research suggests 
that the discreteness of “fixed trial procedures” affects visual attention (Oakes, 2015), 
information processing (Colombo & Mitchell, 1990) and perhaps memory as well because 
memory is affected by the ways in which information is presented (Mather & Plunkett, 2011). 
Moreover, discrete trial-experiments define the timing of the trials arbitrarily and not based on 
how the adult adapts to the infant’s state. In the discrete trial-based experiment, infants are asked 
to act regardless of their individual state. While this may be ideal to test all infants fairly 
(achieving good internal validity), it may not provide an accurate and ecologically valid 
assessment of an infant’s ability to engage in joint attention with a social partner that adjusts in 
real time to the infant’s state (Yu & Smith, 2013; 2017a; 2017b), which is the information that 
can be obtained during continuous free play sessions and that actually matters when we study 




Second, Joint Attention as it occurs in the social interaction recreated in the discrete trial-
based task occurs only when the infant visually attends to the object attended to by the 
experimenter. In the real world, Coordinated Joint Attention results from the joint effort of parent 
and infant and thus infants play a dual role since they only “follow” but also “lead” the episodes 
of Coordinated JA by looking first to an object and providing the cues for the parent to follow 
“infant-led” episodes of Coordinated JA. Studies with 12-month-olds estimate infants are equally 
likely to lead than to follow since there is no reliable difference between number of parent-led 
and infant-led Coordinated JA moments (Yu & Smith, 2013; 2017a). The natural rhythm of 
equal following and leading could be a fundamental component that defines an interaction with 
an adult and thus influences infant’s ability to follow the parent’s lead. Without the opportunity 
to lead a joint attention moment, the infant may be losing contingencies that are part of a natural 
interaction between infants and adults and have been shown to influence infant learning and 
development (Gros-Louis, West, Goldstein & King, 2006; Miller, Ables, King & West, 2009).  
Third, the trial-based experiment strips away the social cues that typically accompany an 
adult’s engagement with an object in the real world. The discrete-trial experiment only provides 
a gaze cue for infants to determine the adult’s engagement and thus infants can only be 
successful in this task by attending to the experimenter’s face and following gaze. In continuous 
free play sessions, parents use other redundant cues to engage with objects including talk about 
the object and manual contact with the object (Chapter 3) and this is consistent with previous 
work (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Tomasello & Farrar, 1986; Yu & Smith, 2012; Yu & Smith, 
2013). The evidence suggests that the only cue provided during discrete trial-based experiments, 
eye-gaze, is not used by infants, who are between 9- and 18-months of age, to engage in 




during play to perceive the parent’s eye-gaze (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Deák, Krasno, 
Triesch, Lewis, & Sepeta, 2014; Franchak, Kretch, Soska & Adolph, 2011; Suarez-Rivera, Smith 
& Yu, 2019; Yoshida & Smith, 2008; Yu & Smith, 2013) but follow the hands of the parents to 
engage in Coordinated JA (Yu & Smith, 2013; 2017a). As a result, gaze-following is not the 
most common pathway used by infants at this age to engage in Coordinated JA (Yu & Smith, 
2017a). Gaze-following in fact, has been shown to fail in contexts that are more ambiguous even 
for adults (Corkum & Moore, 1998; Doherty, Anderson, & Howieson, 2009; Farroni, Johnson, 
Brockbank, & Simion, 2000; Langton, Watt, & Bruce, 2000; Loomis, Kelly, Pusch, Bailenson, & 
Beall, 2008; Vida & Maurer, 2012a, 2012b, 2012c). Outside the clean and limited context that is 
created by the discrete trial-based experiments to measure JA, gaze-following does not allow 
individuals to look to the same thing looked to by another individual. 
 Fourth, trial-based experiments for JA break the infant’s own natural dynamics of their 
bodies since they are not able to engage with the objects while using their whole body. In 
meaningful contexts representative of an infant’s life, hands and eyes are coordinated moving 
from one object to the next one (Yu & Smith, 2017b). Infants attend to the object visually but 
they also use their hands to explore the attended-object (Ruff, 1986). When infants are observed 
in real-world interactions, their attention is sustained and extended over time when children hold 
the object manually and rotate it (Ruff & Lawson, 1990). In particular, infants with tight child 
eye-hand coordination are those who are engage in more Coordinated Joint Attention (Yu & 
Smith, 2017b). When infants are allowed to touch the objects in company of a social partner and 
in the context of play, they devote the majority of time visually inspecting the objects and not the 
faces of those who are around and are not trying to get the child to look at a distant object but to 




behavior that is representative of every day social interactions because they break the multimodal 
nature of object exploration that results in coordinated action with social partners. 
Finally, one key difference between the phenomenon of joint attention defined under a 
discrete trial-based context and a context of continuous free play is the emphasis put on the 
orienting of attention to a social partner’s cue but not the maintenance of that attention. There is 
only one solution to the task, and thus the infant can find that solution or not find it, but the 
infant cannot show the scientist that they are much better at coordinating attention in some other 
way, in an alternative solution not available in the discrete trial-based experiment. In the trial-
based experiment, Joint Attention depends on measures that score the first infant’s look to the 
experimenter-attended object. More real-world contexts do not necessarily impose those biases 
to the first responses and single gaze-following solution because infants take information from 
the world in all of their looks and may figure out the object that the adult attends to by generating 
additional looks to other objects in the environment including the hands of the adult. In fact, the 
relevant behavior that is needed in the real world is the continued engagement with the jointly-
attended object to build the interaction, learn, discuss, create, etc. In free flowing contexts for the 
phenomenon, Coordinated Joint Attention is measured as the total amount of time looking at the 
same object (Yu & Smith, 2013), conceptually described here as an all-trial-based measures. Are 
first-look-based measures representative of the total amount of time in which joint engagement 
occurs between that infant and the experimenter during the entire trial of the experiment? The 
phenomenon captured during discrete trial-based experiments focuses on only the first looks 
generated and the degree to which this initial response is representative of the maintenance is an 




The five key differences between the discrete trial-based context and the continuous free 
play sessions raise the serious possibility that the phenomenon elicited in the laboratory 
experiment is not representative of the phenomenon in the real world -- contexts in which joint 
attention emerges naturally between infants and other adults around them.  
Two previous studies hint there is disconnect between discrete trial measures of gaze 
following and coordinated social attention between parents and infants. Vaughan et al., (2003) 
measured 9-month-olds’ joint attention skills using continuous parent-infant play sessions and a 
discrete trial-based experiment. In the former, infants and their parents played for 7 minutes with 
a set of toys provided by the experimenters and Coordinated Joint Attention was coded according 
to the coding scheme of Bakeman & Adamson (1984) and Tomasello & Farrar (1986), and thus 
represented moments of parent-infant engagement with an object and with each other’s faces. 
Joint Attention in the context of a standard discrete trial-based experiment was measured as the 
percentage of trials in which the infant followed the gaze cue correctly in their first look. The 
results showed that Joint Attention was not correlated with any measure of Coordinated Joint 
Attention that included looks to the parent’s face during play. Even though researchers used a 
coding scheme that counted Coordinated Joint Attention if there was gaze-following, researchers 
failed to identify the Disconnect problem in the phenomenon itself and argued instead that 
discrete trial-based experiments carried out by an experimenter are practically a better measure 
of children’s abilities because “the variance in the social partner’s (the experimenter) behavior is 
standardized, perhaps yielding a clearer picture of differences in joint attention skills among 
infants” (Vaughan et al., 2003, pp. 606). Researchers proposed that in continuous free play 
sessions between the infant and the parent it is difficult to tease apart the variance in infant from 




interactions is likely correct. But if the discrete trial task does not relate to real world social 
interactions, what is it telling us? 
Morales, Mundy, Crowson, Neal & Delgado (2005) reported findings that suggest the 
phenomenon elicited in discrete trial-based experiments is not representative of the future social 
abilities of infants in continuous free play sessions. At 6 months, infants’ Joint Attention abilities 
were measured using a standard discrete trial-based experiment. At 24 months, Coordinated Joint 
Attention was measured in the context of continuous free play as the number of episodes in 
which the child and parent looked to the same object for at least 2 seconds while looking to the 
parent’s face and talking about the object. The results showed the individual differences in Joint 
Attention at 6 months were not related to the individual differences in Coordinated Joint 
Attention that included infant looks to the parent’s face at 24 months. These previous studies are 
consistent with the idea that measures of joint attention obtained in discrete trial-based 
experiments are not related to measures obtained in more everyday play contexts.  
One possibility is that the two prior studies found a disconnect between contexts of joint 
attention because they scored Coordinated Joint Attention with coding schemes that do not 
capture typical infant behavior when looking to an object with the parent during play. According 
to the coding schemes used in these previous studies, a joint attention moment was only counted 
if the infant alternated gaze between the jointly-attended object and the parent’s face. 
Nonetheless, the evidence strongly suggests that infants only look to the parent’s face during 
play rarely (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Deak, Krasno, Triesch, Lewis & Sepeta, 2014; 
Franchak, Kretch, Soska & Adolph, 2011; Yoshida & Smith, 2008; Yu & Smith, 2013) and in 
fact the pathway of looking at the parent’s face and then at the object is not common for infants 




look at the parent’s face but only focused on the jointly-attended object is needed to examine 
whether individual differences in JA and Coordinated JA with and without infant looks to the 
parent’s face relate to each other.  
A Rationale for the Current Study 
	
A study that addresses the hypothesized joint attention Disconnect between discrete-trial 
experiments and continuous free play session is needed because of four main reasons: the context 
of free play sessions provides rich and valid information about how infants engage in 
Coordinated Joint Attention in the world, both approaches were designed to study the same 
phenomenon, both approaches predict language development and the discrete-trial based 
experiment is an excellent diagnostic tool.   
Research is needed to examine the phenomenon of Coordinated JA as it occurs in the 
context of a continuous free play session because this is the context that describes how infants 
engage in joint attention with mature social partners in the real world. A close examination of 
these moments with state of the art head-mounted eye-tracking, can detail the properties that 
make up real-world joint attention and highlight the role of hands for the joint engagement with 
an object. Moreover, an investigation of the temporal properties of the moments of Coordinated 
JA can describe the amount of time that it takes for the parent and infant to join each other and 
whether the parent is playing an equal role for the leading the attainment of joint attention during 
9-month-olds’ play. Finally, this context also provides measures of other more general infant 
sensory-motor skills that are important for real-world learning and development.    
Is Coordinated JA in continuous free play sessions, the behavior that is representative of 




experiment? Researchers continue to use the contexts and measures of JA and Coordinated JA 
interchangeably. In fact, the consensus assumption is that the phenomenon being elicited across 
contexts is the same because it taps the same underlying infant abilities and it was designed to 
capture the same phenomenon. Nonetheless, there are clear differences between the approaches 
and in fact the measures used in the literature are strikingly different. What does it mean to 
engage in joint attention? It is unclear whether measures of JA even within discrete trial-based 
experiment capture variance when they measure the infants’ first response to the cue as opposed 
the infants’ all-trial response, and therefore studies that examine relation between all-trial- and 
first-look based measures are needed. Moreover, is the holding cue provided by parents during 
continuous free play session a critical component that could lead to JA if it were to be added by 
the experimenter to the gaze cue in the context of discrete trial-based experiments? It is possible 
that the addition of a holding cue could lead to more JA and that there is a Disconnect between 
the phenomenon studied in the lab and the phenomenon that occurs in the real world, but 
research is needed to address these possibilities directly.  
Furthermore, measures of joint attention across contexts predict individual differences in 
language development. Infants between the ages of 9 to 12 months, who perform better in 
discrete trial-based tasks that measure first-look performance, are infants who have better 
vocabulary at 18 months (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005) and at 24 months (Morales, Mundy & 
Rojas, 1998; Mundy et al., 2007; Markus, Mundy, Morales, Delgado & Yale, 2000). Similarly, 
individual differences in the amount of all-trial Coordinated JA obtained by a dyad during 
continuous free play sessions also predict or contribute to the prediction vocabulary at 15 months 
(Yu, Suanda & Smith, 2019) at 18 months (Smith, Adamson & Bakeman, 1998) and at 21 




one open question is whether the individual differences measured across contexts are related. 
Two measures may both predict the same outcome but be uncorrelated if each of the measures 
accounts for separate explainable variance in language development. As opposed to previous 
work that just related measures of JA to measures of Coordinated JA using less precise coding 
methods that emphasize infant looks to the parent’s face, here we also tested relations between 
JA and other infant sensory-motor behaviors that support learning during play using state of the 
art techniques to measure Coordinated Joint Attention (both with and without infant looks to the 
parent’s face), parent and infant behavior. 
Finally, the discrete trial-based experiment is part of the instrument that clinicians use to 
diagnose Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Children who fail to do gaze-following in the 
context of discrete trials with an adult in fact show one of the criteria used to diagnose ASD 
(Lord, Risi, Lambrecht, Cook, Leventhal, DiLavore, Pickles & Rutter, 2000). The discrete trial-
based experiment is actually a very useful task for our society, as it captures meaningful 
individual differences and research is needed to find out the infant and parent behaviors that are 
predicted by the task. Here we relate the diagnostic measures of discrete trial-based experiments 
with the measures of Coordinated JA and measures of more general sensory-motor behaviors 
that are practiced by infants in their everyday. This research can tell if the diagnostic tool relates 
in any way to behavior representative of the real world. 
For all these reasons, the overarching goal of this work is to assess how predictive are 
measures of JA in discrete trial-based experiments of infant behavior that occurs in the context of 
continuous free play, the context that supports infant development (Smith & Thelen, 2003). Even 
though continuous free play may help us learn more about real world joint attention and the 




are predictive of the same outcome. Here we show strong evidence that infant behavior in the 
discrete trial-based context is not related to infant behaviors examined during continuous free 
play sessions. We propose that researchers need to move away from the discrete trial-based 
experiments if they want to understand the phenomenon of joint attention as it occurs in the real 
world. 
The Current Study 
	
In the present study, 9-month-olds participated in both a discrete trial-based procedure to 
measure JA and in a continuous free play session with the parent to measure Coordinated JA. 
Both tasks were designed to be exactly like the tasks used in the literature, the former with the 
parent and the latter with the experimenter in order to test the Disconnect between the 
approaches to joint attention that are used in the literature, in the exact same way they are being 
used.  
The discrete trial-based experiment was carried out by an experimenter who shifted gaze 
to an object in 12 trials. Six Gaze trials had only a gaze cue while six other trials had a gaze in 
addition to a hold cue. The additional Gaze-Hold trials were created to measure the infant’s 
ability in a context that is more similar to the natural interactions between infants and adults 
because the experimenter not only looked to the cued object but also touched the object. The 
continuous free play session lasted 4 minutes and took place at a table top between that infant 
and the parent. Dual head-mounted eye-trackers were used to code with objectiveness and 
precision both infant and parent’s eye-gaze, and cameras around the room recorded parents’ 




This dissertation reports several results examining the relation of infant behavior elicited 
by the discrete-trial experiment and by the continuous free play session. There is strong evidence 
to suggest there is no relation across contexts and this dissertation reports it all. Several measures 
were obtained from the discrete trial-based experiment (both first-look and all-trial based 
measures) in the traditional and modified trial type to predict various aspects of infant behavior 
obtained from the continuous free play context. Consistent with Disconnect hypothesis, for all 
measures chosen from Gaze and Gaze-Hold trials and for all the tests conducted, the results show 
that the behavior elicited during discrete trial-based experiments is not related to the behavior 




The participants were 27 infants (15 females) aged 9 months (MEAN=9.34, SD=0.21) 
and their parents who completed two visits. Visit 1 consisted of a discrete trial-based procedure 
and Visit 2 of continuous free play session. Visit 2 occurred only a week apart from Visit 1 and 
all 27 infants contributed data during both visits. Eight other infants were recruited but did not 
contribute data because they refused to wear the head-mounted device in Visit 2 or other 
technical failure occurred. All participating infants were given a small toy as compensation. The 
entire sample of infants consisted of predominantly working- and middle-class families. This 
research project was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Indiana University (protocol 





A pool of 24 novel objects (on average, about 5 cm x 4 cm x 3 cm) was created for the 
discrete trial-based procedure at Visit 1. Each object appeared only once and objects were paired 
in sets of two. Six common toys, such as car and duck, (on average, about 9.50 cm x 6.5 cm x 5.0 
cm) were used for the Continuous Free Play Session at Visit 2. Infants played with the six toys in 
2 sets of three, and in each set one object was painted blue, one red and one green. All objects 
used in Visit 1 and Visit 2 were designed to be visually and manually engaging.  
Experimental Room 
At Visit 1, the infant sat on the parent’s lap at a table (dimensions 151 cm x 76 cm x 66 
cm) facing an experimenter. The experimenter sitting in front was approximately 75 cm from the 
center of the table and the child was 63 cm. During each of the trials, a wooden tray was placed 
in front of the infant on the table by the experimenter with the two objects used for each trial on 
each of the extremes of the tray. A camera was directed at the center of the infant’s face and gaze 
direction was coded frame-by-frame from this recording, a reliable procedure widely used in 
many studies (e.g., Miller et al., 2009). Two additional video recorders also recorded the discrete 
trial-based procedure that was implemented to measure infants’ JA abilities from a bird’s eye 
view and a side view.  
At Visit 2, the parent and infant sat at a small table (dimensions 61 cm x 91 cm x 64 cm) 
facing each other; the center of the tabletop was approximately 46 cm away from the infant’s 
eyes and the parent’s eyes. Both participants wore head-mounted eye trackers (Positive Science 
LLC, http://www.positivescience.com; also see Franchak & Adolph, 2010; Franchak et al., 2011) 
during the play session. The eye-tracking system attached to the infant’s head through Velcro 




systems for both the infant and parent included an infrared camera that recorded eye images –
mounted on the head and pointed to the right eye of the participant– and a scene camera that 
captured the events from the participant’s egocentric perspective. The scene camera’s visual field 
was 108 degrees, capturing a broad view although less than the full visual field. Each eye 
tracking system recorded both the egocentric-view video and eye-in-head position (x and y) in 
the captured scene at a sampling rate of 30 Hz. In order to allow for automatic detection of the 
objects on the table, everything in the room –other than the objects and the hands and faces of 
the participants- was white. This environment elicited natural play centered on the toys on the 
table by the participating dyads. Three additional cameras recorded the interaction from third-
person views.  
Procedure  
The procedure at Visit 1 consisted of a discrete trial-based experiment that had 12 trials. 
The same experimenter tested all infants in the sample. In each trial, the experimenter paired two 
of the novel objects and placed them on the tray. Each trial began with the experimenter looking 
to the infant’s face and then performing a “social cue” directed to only one of the two objects on 
the tray for on average 4.90 seconds (SD=0.94). When the cue ended, the researcher looked to 
the infant’s face and prompted the infant to reach for the objects by pushing forward the tray 
containing the objects. Infants were allowed to touch the objects until the experimenter collected 
the objects and moved to the next trial. The trials were randomized and two orders were created. 
Infants were randomly assigned to follow one of the two orders.   
There were two types of trials and they differed by the type of cue performed by the 
experimenter. All infants completed both types of trial in a within-subjects design and thus each 




like those used by researchers to measure JA skill (e.g., Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005). In a Gaze 
trial, the experimenter shifted the head and eyes to attend to one of the two objects on the table. 
Half of the six Gaze trials were completely silent and in half the experimenter provided a novel 
word inserted (X) in the carrier “Look X, X”. Both kinds of Gaze trials were combined for the 
analyses reported here because both showed similar of infants’ eye-gaze to the objects and to the 
experimenter’s face (Supplemental Material). In a Gaze-Hold trial, the experimenter not only 
shifted her head and eyes to attend to one of the objects on the table but also used her hands to 
pick up the object while looking at it. Gaze-Hold trials were designed to measure infants’ JA 
skill under a research context that allowed the experimenter to touch the objects and thus 
resembled more the context of free play between infants and adults. Half of the Gaze-Hold trials 
were silent and half were not. The results reported here combined both kinds of Gaze-Hold trials 
given that the presence of the carrier “Look X, X” did not have an effect on the distribution of 
infant’s eye-gaze (Supplemental Material). Silent and non-silent cues were only different in the 
duration of the cue itself. On average, Gaze cues were 4.59 seconds-long (SD=0.41, min=3.95, 
max=5.53) while Gaze-Hold cues were on average 5.21 seconds-long (SD=0.63, min=3.63, 
max=6.32), and they were significantly different, t(26)=-6.55, p<0.001. Throughout the testing 
period, parents were instructed not to engage with the objects or infant.  
The procedure at Visit 2 consisted of a continuous free play session. Upon entering the 
experimental room a second experimenter and the parent showed a highly interactive pop-up toy 
to the infant as the first experimenter placed the headgear on the infant. The infant’s eye-tracker 
placement occurred in one movement while the infant held the interactive toy with both hands, 
and the scene camera was adjusted to ensure that the toy being manipulated by the infant was in 




obtained by directing the infant’s eyes toward an attractive toy and a laser pointer on the table. 
After placing the parent’s headgear, the experimenter asked the parent to look at the laser 
pointing on the table in various locations to obtain fifteen calibration points for the parent’s eye-
tracker. During this visit, parents were instructed to play with their infant with 3 toys at a time, as 
they would naturally do at home. Parent-infant dyads played in four 1-minute-long trials, using 
two different sets of 3 toys in an alternating fashion across the 4 trials. The duration of the trials 
was chosen so that infants remained engaged in play with limited off-task behavior throughout 
the experiment.  
Coding  
Discrete trial-based Experiment (Visit 1). 
 The infants’ eye-gaze during the experiment and the trial’s cue onset and offset were coded to 
then derive measures of JA in this discrete trial-based context for joint attention. In addition, the 
infants’ manual contact with the objects when given the opportunity to hold the objects was 
coded to obtain measures of the infants’ more general sensory-motor skills used during the task. 
All coding from the discrete trial-based experiment was carried out by trained coders using 
Datavyu (Team D, 2014) on a frame-by-frame basis.  
Infants’ eye-gaze. Infants’ eye-gaze, captured by a camera directed at the children’s face, 
was coded frame by frame by trained coders. The possible ROIs were the two objects on the tray, 
the experimenter’s face, the center of the table and any other region around the room. Although 
infants’ eye-gaze was coded for the entirety of the trial, infants only looked to the same object 
the experimenter looked to (and thus engaged in joint attention) during the social cue and thus 




coded infants’ eye-gaze in three of the sessions assessed reliability of the coding. All codings 
were compared yielding on average 88.66% of agreement (SD=3.51, MIN=85, MAX=92).  
Experimenter’s cue. Trained coders annotated the times at which each cue performed by 
the experimenter started (onset) and ended (offset). The onset of the cue was defined as the 
moment in which the experimenter had her eyes on the target for Gaze trials, and as the moment 
in which the experimenter fixed both eyes and hands on the target for Gaze-Hold trials. The 
offset of the cue was defined when the experimenter stopped engaging with the object and 
returned to look to the infant’s face. Three independent coders annotated three of the sessions to 
assess reliability. Coders agreed on average on 96.67% of their judgments (SD=3.06, MIN=94, 
MAX=100).  
Infants’ holding. Infants were allowed to touch the objects on the tray after each of the 
cues. Trained coders annotated frame by frame the objects that made contact with the infant’s 
hands in addition to whether the hands were resting on the table or doing something else such as 
hands up in the air. Inter-rater reliability was calculated by the comparing the codings of three 
independent coders in 3 sessions. This comparison yielded agreement of the coders on average in 
91.67% of their annotations (SD=7.64, MIN=85, MAX=100).  
Continuous Free Play Session (Visit 2). 
Measures of Coordinated Joint Attention in the continuous free play session (Visit 2) 
were obtained from the base coding of infant and parent eye-gaze. Other key parent and infant 
behaviors were coded from the play session including infant and parent manual holding of 
objects and parent’s speech.    
Infant and parent eye-gaze. For each frame, the eye-tracker system of the infant and the 




respectively, at that moment. Coders used these images to determine when gaze fell in each of 
four regions of interest (ROIs): the three objects in play at any time and the partner’s face. Each 
ROI was strictly defined in terms of the in-view pixels belonging to the target. Inter-coder 
reliability was high and estimated to be the same as the reliability reported by previous published 
research using the same coding protocols (see Yu & Smith, 2012; 2013; 2017a; 2017b).  
Infant and parent hand contact. Parent and infant manual contact with an object was 
coded from images captured by the overhead camera and the other two third-person cameras. 
Coders made objective frame-by-frame yes/no decisions that a hand was in contact with an 
object at that frame and did so for both hands for both the infant and the parent. Inter-coder 
reliability was high and estimated to be the same as the reliability reported by previous published 
research using the same coding protocols (see Yu & Smith, 2012; 2013; 2017a; 2017b).  
Parent speech. The speech generated by parents during the continuous free play session 
was fully transcribed and divided into utterances. Each utterance was defined as a string of 
speech that contained vowel sounds and occurred between two periods of silence lasting at least 
400 milliseconds (Pereira, Smith & Yu, 2014; Suanda, Smith & Yu, 2016; Yu & Smith, 2012). 
The criterion used to code the parent’s talk excluded sounds that were coughs, raspberries or 
sighs produced by the parent. Parents’ talk included labeling utterances –such as “it’s a big 
tower”– but also utterances that are filler sounds such as “yeah” or “uh oh.” Utterances that 
included at least one name of the objects played with were referred to as naming utterances.  
Statistical Analyses 
 The results are organized in four different sections. Section I reports first-look and all-




individual differences. This section tested whether first-look-based measures of JA are estimates 
representative of all-trial infants’ JA. Section II reports measures of Coordinated JA in the 
context of the continuous free play session as well as individual differences. This section 
supported the Disconnect hypothesis because it shows that in real-world contexts infants also 
lead moments of joint attention and when they follow, they use additional cues that the parents 
used to engage in Coordinated JA and not just do gaze-following. Section III shows analyses that 
predict in total 16 infant behaviors that occurred during play from first-look and all-trial-based 
measures of JA performance in the discrete trial-based task. Section IV examines the temporal 
dynamics of the phenomenon as it is elicited in each context for joint attention.  
Various statistical analyses were used in the study and they were all implemented in the 
R environment (version 3.3.2) (R Development Core Team, 2016). Simple paired t-tests were 
used to compare two means obtained from the subjects and were reported only when the data fit 
the assumptions of the test including normality of the differences between each subject’s means. 
Correlation analyses were used to examine relations between two variables. Pearson coefficients 
were estimated only when both of the variables were normally distributed, had a linear relation 
and had equal variance, while non-parametric Spearman coefficients were estimated when the 
data did not meet these assumptions. Finally, multiple linear regression was used to predict a 
variable from more than one independent variables. The models reported here met all 
assumptions of multiple linear regression as any necessary corrective measures were carried out 







Section I. JA in the Context of a trial-based Experiment 
On average infants completed 6 Gaze trials (SD=0.48, min=5, max=7), which included 
only a gaze cue directed towards a target object, and 6 Gaze-Hold trials (SD=0.48, min=5, 
max=7), which included both a gaze and hold cue directed towards a target object. What does it 
mean to engage in joint attention in this context? Infants’ ability to engage in Joint Attention 
during this task was measured with six different measures in order to follow both approaches to 
study joint attention during a “social interaction”. All-trial based Measures 1-3 follow Yu & 
Smith (2013) and those who capture the infant’s engagement with the object of adult’s 
engagement for as long as the adult is engaged during a social interaction in the context of 
continuous free play. First-look based Measures 4-6 follow Mundy and colleagues (Brooks & 
Meltzoff, 2005; Mundy et al., 2007) scoring, which focuses on the infant’s first look generated in 
response to the cue performed by the experimenter during a social interaction in the context of 
discrete trial-based experiments. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of the all the measures for 
both Gaze-Hold and Gaze trials. According to all measures except the frequency per minute, 
infants engaged in more JA when the experimenter performed a Gaze-Hold cue. Moreover, the 
variability in the infants’ abilities to engage in JA during Gaze trials was usually greater than the 
variability in the infant’s abilities to engage in JA during Gaze-Hold trials. Before reporting the 
relevant individual differences that are picked up by the discrete trial-based experiment, we 
examine Measures 1-3 first, then Measures 4-6, and finally the relations between them in order 
to examine: first, the reliability of the first-look based measures when compared to all-trial based 
calculated for the same trial type; second, the reliability of the measures when compared to same 





Table 1.  
Measures of Joint Attention in the Context of trial-based Experiment 
          Gaze-Hold trials                         Gaze trials 
 Mean SD Min Max Mean SD Min Max 
1. Prop. of time spent in 
JA 
0.83 0.09 0.61 0.96 0.40 0.11 0.25 0.64 
2. Frequency per min of 
JA episodes 
16.22 3.79 11.10 24.02 18.55 5.02 10.37 29.02 
3. Duration of JA 
episodes (s) 
3.64 0.90 1.82 5.30 1.29 0.50 0.65 2.45 
4. Prop. of trials that 
were correct (1st look-
based) 
0.67 0.17 0.33 1.00 0.50 0.24 0.17 1.00 
5. Difference score 2.07 2.16 -2 7 -0.04 2.79 -4 6 
6. Looking score 2.41 2.04 -1 7 0.67 2.59 -3 6 
 
JA according to first-look and all-trial Measures 1-6. 
	
We describe infants’ performance in the discrete trial-based experiment according to both 
all-trial and first-look based measures starting with all-trial measures shown in Table 1. 
According to Measure 1, infants engaged in Joint Attention with the experimenter, on average in 
0.83 (SE=0.02, SD=0.09) of the Gaze-Hold cue while they engaged in Joint Attention in 0.40 
(SE=0.02, SD=0.11) of the Gaze cue. Figure 1 shows the average proportion of the cue time 
spent in JA, in gazing at the experimenter’s face, at the distractor object or at the center of the 
table, calculated as an average of the subject averages. The figure shows that Joint Attention 
occurred more during the Gaze-Hold trials (t(26)=20.34, p<0.001; mean of differences=0.43, 




more during the Gaze trials (t(26)=-9.13, p<0.001). The overall increase in proportion of time 
spent in Joint Attention during Gaze-Hold was due to significantly longer infant looks to the 
target object (Measure 3) but relatively the same frequency of infant looks to the target (Measure 
2). Infants’ looks to the target object during the Gaze-Hold cue were on average 3.64 seconds-
long (SE=0.17, SD=0.90), which is significantly longer than the infants’ looks to the target 
object during the Gaze cue that were on average 1.29 seconds-long (SE=0.10, SD=0.50), 
t(26)=13.31, p<0.001. Joint Attention, created by infants looking at the target object, occurred on 
average 16.22 times per minute (SD=3.79) during the Gaze-Hold cue and 18.55 times per minute 
(SD=5.02) during the Gaze cue, t(26)=-1.77, p=0.09. The relation between all-trial Measures 1-3 
was not plotted because mathematically, Measure 1 is computed by multiplying Measure 2 and 
3, and thus they provide complementary information to characterize the overall proportion of 
time during the cue spent in JA. We used the measure of proportion of time during the cue 
(Measure 1) and not the other two all-trial measures for the remainder of the paper in order to 






Figure 1. Mean proportion of time spent in Joint Attention and in infant looking at the face, 
distractor or center during the cue for Gaze-Hold and Gaze trials.  
Infants’ ability to engage in Joint Attention during the trial-based task was also described 
with Measures 4-6 shown in Table 1, which focuses on the infant’s first response to the cue 
performed by the experimenter. Measure 4 was obtained by, after scoring each individual trial as 
correct or incorrect, taking the number of correct trials, for each individual infant, and dividing it 
by the total number of trials to obtain a proportion of trials that were correct. On average, infants 
had 0.67 Gaze-Hold correct trials (SE=0.03, SD=0.17) while they had 0.50 Gaze correct trials 
(SE=0.05, SD=0.24). There was still a significant difference in the proportion of correct trials 
between the two cue types (t(26)=2.82, p=0.01) but the effect size was smaller (mean of 




as the proportion of time in JA measure (Figure 1). Although some individual infants “failed” to 
follow the Gaze cues with their first look in most of the trials, the group as a whole followed the 
cue in half of the Gaze trials and this level of performance in the six Gaze trials was in fact 
higher than the performance of infants this age in a gaze-follow experiment (Mundy et al., 2007, 
about 25%).  
In addition to the proportion of correct trials, we calculated first-look Measures 5-6 given 
the heterogeneity of first-look-based-measures utilized in the literature (Mundy et al., 2007; 
Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005; Morales, Mundy & Rojas, 1998; Mundy, Card & Fox, 2000; Markus, 
Mundy, Morales, Delgado & Yale, 2000). The difference score (Measure 5) subtracted the 
incorrect trials from the correct trials while the looking score added the scores given to all the 
trials for each infant (Measure 6). A score of 1 was given when the child’s first look was directed 
to that target cued object, while a score of -1 and 0 were given when the child’s first look was 
directed to the distractor object or somewhere else, respectively.  
Figure 2 shows subject histogram of first-look Measures 4-6 obtained during Gaze-Hold 
along the diagonal. This figure also shows scatterplots between the measures as well as the 
Pearson correlation coefficients. The subject histograms show that difference scores were usually 
positive although a few were zero or negative (M=2.07, SD=2.16). Looking scores as well 
tended to be greater than zero, thus showing infants usually obtained a score of 1 in their trials 
(M=2.41, SD=2.04). These results show again that infants’ ability to engage in JA was high in 
Gaze-Hold trials even when each infant’s first look was used to measure performance. Moreover, 





Figure 2. Histograms of Measures 4-6 and scatterplots (with a locally weighted smooth line 
LOESS- in red) between these literature-based measures for Gaze-Hold trials. Because all 
measures are normally distributed, the figure also shows the Pearson correlation coefficients 
between each pair of measures.  
Figure 3 shows first-look Measures 4-6 during Gaze trials and the relations between 
them. As it is clear, the difference scores were skewed to the right with most infants showing low 
and negative difference scores while only a few had high difference scores (M=-0.04, SD=2.79). 
In the same way, looking scores were skewed to the right with most infants showing lower 
looking scores because their first look was directed to the experimenter’s face or distractor object 
but not to the experimenter-attended object (M=0.67, SD=2.59). The distributions’ skew present 




more variable than individual differences obtained from Gaze-Hold trials. Finally the figure 
shows that there are almost perfect correlations between first-look Measures 4-6 for Gaze trials. 
Researchers that use Measures 4-6 to score infant JA in the context of Gaze trials are practically 
capturing the same variance and thus the heterogeneity in measuring JA in the discrete trial-
based experiment may not be justified. Therefore, for the rest of the analyses reported in the 
paper only use the measure of proportion of correct trials (Measure 4) and not the other two first-
look measures to capture infants’ JA skills in the ways that previous studies have done.  
 
 
Figure 3. Histograms of measures 4-6 and scatterplots (with a locally weighted smooth line 




not normally distributed, the figure also shows the non-parametric Spearman correlation 
coefficients between each pair of measures. 
Together the results show that infant’s abilities to engage in JA, according to Measures 1-
6, were low and, according to Measures 4-6, more variable in Gaze trials, which are the trial type 
that is traditionally used to measure JA ability in the context of trial-based experiments. 
Moreover, even though researchers use different first-look-based measures to assess JA, all of 
the measures tap the same underlying sources of variance. We turn to examine whether the 
variance captured by the chosen first-look-based measure (Measure 4) is related to the other 
chosen all-trial measure (Measure 1) given the apparent disconnect between the measures 
themselves.    
Correlations between all-trial and first-look measures. 
What is the relation between the measures of Joint Attention that score the whole trial 
and measures that score the first look in discrete trials? Figure 4 shows correlation plots between 
Measure 1 and Measure 4 for Gaze-Hold trials and Gaze trials separately. The Pearson 
correlation is 0.27 (p=n.s) for the relation between measures of the Gaze-Hold trials. Due to non-
normality, a Spearman correlation is -0.07 (p=n.s) for the relation between measures of the Gaze 
trials. This lack of correlation between Measure 1 and Measure 4 is problematic for the 
investigation of infant JA using discrete trial-based experiments because even when comparing 
measurements obtained from the same context for JA and trial type, there does not seem to be a 
reliable estimate of the infant’s ability to engage in JA. The evidence suggests that the widely 
used measures in the literature that score infants’ JA based on the first look are not representative 





Figure 4. Mean proportion of trials that were correct (Measure 4) as a function of the mean 
proportion of time during the cue that was spent in JA (Measure 1) for Gaze-Hold (left) and 
Gaze trials (right).  
Figure 4 shows that, especially for Gaze trials, there is not enough variability in the 
proportion of cue time spent in JA across trial types (Measure 1). Visual inspection of Figure 4 
shows that the all-trial measure elicited less variability than the first-look measure, but we also 
compared the ratios between the infant with the highest and the lowest value according to 
Measure 1 and Measure 4 to show this. According to Measure 1, for Gaze trials, the infant with 
the highest proportion of time spent in JA engaged in 2.56 times more the proportion of time 
spent in JA by the infant with the lowest proportion of time spent in JA (0.64/0.25=2.56). This 
ratio is smaller than the ratio for Measure 4. According to Measure 4, for Gaze trials, the infant 
with highest proportion of trials that were correct had 5.88 times more the proportion of trials 
that were correct by the infant with the lowest proportion of trials that were correct 
(1.00/0.17=5.88). The ratio of Measure 4 doubles the ratio of Measure 1, and is one way to show 




Correlation needs variability, and variability depends partially on sample size. First-look 
based measures may not represent all-trial behavior and increase variability in infants’ responses 
because these first-look measures are based on a small sample of infants’ behavior. As opposed 
to Measure 1 that sampled infants’ JA behavior during the entire cue for as long as the 
experimenter attended to an object, Measure 4 only sampled few frames from each infant’s eye-
gaze behavior to produce a measure in which individual estimates are more likely to vary. 
Therefore, first-look based measures, such as Measures 4-6, may not be robust estimates of an 
infant’s overall ability to engage in JA because they score the one shot establishment of JA when 
a cue starts.  
Alternatively, it is possible that first-look Measure 4 are a reliable estimate of infants’ JA 
abilities and in fact the ability to orient is just not related to the maintenance of JA, which may 
depend on other underlying processes and in fact just shows less variability because there is not 
much variability in the maintenance of JA. If so, then there should be correlations within 
Measure 4 across trial types because if Measure 4 is reliable and robust, then the orienting 
response in one type of trial should at least be related to the orienting response demonstrated in 
the different type of trial. We turn to examine the robustness of Measure 1 and Measure 4, 
separately, across trial types.  
Correlations between Gaze-trials and Gaze-Hold trials.  
Figure 5 (left) shows a scatterplot of Measure 1 obtained in Gaze-Hold trials as a function 
of Measure 1 obtained in Gaze trials. The measure of proportion of time spent in JA across trials 
had less variability but was still reliable across trial type. Individual differences in Joint 
Attention during the entire Gaze-Hold and Gaze trials were strongly correlated, rPearson=0.43, 




individual differences in Gaze trials according to the first response. Figure 5 (right) shows a 
scatterplot of Measure 4 obtained in Gaze-Hold trials as a function of Measure 4 obtained in 
Gaze trials. The results show that infants who engaged more in Joint Attention with their first 
look when given a Gaze-Hold were not the infants who engaged more in Joint Attention with 
their first look when given a Gaze cue, rSpearman= -0.13, n.s.  
These findings show that Measure 4 captured variance that is not related across trial types 
while Measure 1 did. The results could suggest the first look generated by the infant is not a 
valid and reliable measure of infants’ JA all-trial ability because it is the same infant completing 
both trial types and they are not even related. Another possibility is that correlating Measure 4 
obtained in Gaze trials with Measure 4 in Gaze-Hold trial is not the best test to examine 
robustness of the measure because the Gaze-Hold trial is a completely different context to elicit 
behavior. If that is the case, the results still support the main claim of the paper which is that the 
research context in the trial-based experiments elicits behavior that is very context-dependent 
and affects different infants in different ways even when one aspect of the context is changed. In 
this case, when hands were added to the social cue all infants performed better in following the 
cue but the ability shown by an infant during Gaze-Hold trials was not correlated to that infant’s 





Figure 5. Performance in Gaze-Hold trials as a function of performance in Gaze trials for 
individual infants according to Measure 1 (left) and Measure 4 (right).  
Individual differences in JA in the context of trial-based experiment. 
Measures that use the first infant’s look were not correlated with neither the infant’s 
engagement in JA during the entire trial (Figure 4) nor the infant’s first response to different trial 
types (Figure 5). Therefore, the individual differences in infants’ performance in the discrete 
trial-based experiment should be described according to both first-look and all-trial measures. 
Figure 6 shows the individual differences for both Measure 1 and Measure 4, measures used in 





Figure 6. Individual differences in relevant measures of JA during the discrete trial-based 
experiment.  
In this results section, infants’ joint attention abilities were described in the context of 
discrete trials according to two different types of measures: measures based on the infant’s 
engagement with the adult-attended object for as long as the adult attended and measures based 
on the infant’s first response to the cue. Importantly, both types of measures used were not 
related to each other and thus predict infant behavior in the context of the free play session 
separately. However, there is evidence to suggest first-look-based measures, such as those used 
traditionally in JA experiments, are not reliable, robust estimates of all-trial infants JA abilities. 






of time during the cue in which the infant looked to the experimenter-attended object, a 
problematic finding for the investigation of joint attention using these measures in the context of 
discrete trial-based experiments. Moreover, the same first-look measure, proportion of Gaze 
trials that were correct, was also not related to the proportion of Gaze-Hold trials that were 
correct, but the proportion of cue time spent in JA was related across trials. Together, these 
results suggest that first-look based measures are highly variable and not valid estimates of 
neither all-trial JA nor, as we hypothesized, real-world infant behavior. Previous work that 
examines the test-retest reliability of gaze-following shows that first-look based measures are 
consistent for an infant when tested hours later in the same task with the same measure. 
However, the use of an all-trial based measure and the use of a different test target another 
important aspect of measurement, which is validity. Measurements need to be both reliable and 
valid to contribute to the investigation of joint attention. 
 
Section II. Coordinated JA in the Context of Continuous Free Play 
Parents and infants established common referent during the play interaction that occurred 
at Visit 2 by looking to the same object at the same time. Consistent with previous research using 
the free play session context to elicit the Coordinated Joint Attention, we first obtained measures 
of infant and parent’s eye-gaze during play and then found the moments in which they both 
coincided on the same object at the same time. Dyads varied in the degree to which they 
coordinated visual attention during play, yielding meaningful individual differences. In this 
section, we report those individual differences with respect to Coordinated JA moments during 




Infants and parents looked to objects on the table, to each other faces and around the 
room during the free play session. On average, infants spent 0.56 (SD=0.15) of playtime looking 
at objects, while parents did so for 0.36 (SD=0.10) of playtime. Infants attended to the parent’s 
face for 0.19 (SD=0.12) of the play session while parents looked much more to the infant’s face. 
On average, parents looked to the infant’s face for 0.49 (SD=0.14) of the play session. The 
remainder of the interaction was spent looking around the room (M=0.24, SD=0.11 for infants 
and M=0.15, SD=0.07 for parents). During play, infants generated on average 21.06 looks 
directed to objects per minute (SD=5.89) while parents generated on average 34.76 (SD=10.25). 
On average, infant looks to objects were 1.64-seconds-long (SD=0.48) while parent looks to 
objects were 0.64-seconds-long (SD=0.20). Infant and parent looks were used to code for 
moments of Coordinated Joint Attention during this natural free-flowing context of continuous 
parent-infant play. Coordinated Joint Attention was classified as parent-led or infant-led based 
on whether the parent or the infant was the first one to look to the to-be jointly-attended target. 
Furthermore, parent-led Coordinated Joint Attention was coded both when the infant looked to 
the parent’s face (Gaze-following) as previous research did, but also when the infant did not look 
to the parent’s face but instead followed the hands of the parent to engage in Coordinated JA 
(Hand-following). The following sections report individual differences for all of these levels of 
categorizing Coordinated JA.  
Individual differences in Coordinated JA. 
Coordinated Joint Attention was coded when the infant and parent’s eye-gaze fell at the 
same time on the same object for at least 500 milliseconds. We report statistics on the proportion 




moments. Table 2 includes the descriptives for all the measures of Coordinated JA that occurred 
during play.  
Table 2. 
Measures of Coordinated Joint Attention in the Context of Continuous Free Play  
 Proportion of time Frequency per minute Mean duration 
 M SD Min Max M SD Min Max M SD Min Max 
Coordinated 
JA 
0.21 0.09 0.04 0.39 6.52 2.26 2.31 9.57 1.88 0.49 0.94 2.95 
Coordinated 
JA, parent-led 
0.08 0.04 0.02 0.15 2.50 1.20 0.45 5.00 1.78 0.58 0.82 2.65 
Coordinated 
JA, infant-led 










0.03 0.03 0 0.09 0.91 0.76 0 2.73 1.76 1.17 0 4.87 
 
On average, dyads engaged in Coordinated Joint Attention for 0.21 (SD=0.09) of the play 
session. These bouts of Coordinated JA for a dyad were on average 1.88 seconds-long (SD=0.49) 
and they occurred on average 6.52 times per minute (SD=2.26). Mathematically, the proportion 
of time spent in Coordinated JA is computed by multiplying the frequency of Coordinated JA 
times the mean duration of Coordinated JA and dividing by 60 seconds, and thus the proportion 
of time spent in Coordinated JA represents both aspects and characterizes dyads’ overall joint 




The individual differences (Figure 7A) in Coordinated JA reflect the joint contribution of 
infant and parent, and thus differ completely from measures obtained in discrete trial-based 
experiments that focus on just the infant’s ability to follow but to not lead. Some infants and 
parents engaged in Coordinated JA for less than .10 of the play session while some did so for 
almost .40 of the play session. These are some of the relevant individual differences in 
Coordinated Joint Attention that represent everyday interactions and are predicted in Section III 





Figure 7. Individual differences in proportion of playtime spent in Coordinated JA (A), 
Coordinated JA that was parent-led or infant-led (B), and Coordinated JA that was parent-led 




different types of Coordinated JA moments are nested within each other starting with 
Coordinated JA (A), which includes all the other moments shown in B and C.   
Individual differences in Coordinated JA parent-led and infant-led. 
Consistent with previous research showing the dual role that infants play for the 
establishment of Coordinated JA in the context of play, we classified moments of Coordinated 
JA as Parent-led or Infant-led based on the partner who initiated the Coordinated JA bout by 
looking first to the object of the Coordinated JA moment. Individual differences in parent-led 
Coordinated Joint Attention captured the infant’s ability to follow the parent’s cues used when 
attending to an object while individual differences in infant-led Coordinated Joint Attention 
captured the parent’s ability to follow the infant’s cues. On average, 38% (SD=12, min=10, 
max=57) of all the Coordinated Joint Attention moments were initiated by the infant following 
the parent’s look to an object (JA parent-led) while 62% (SD=12, min=43, max=90) were 
initiated by the parent following the infant’s look to an object (JA infant-led).  
Dyads engaged in “Coordinated JA parent-led” on average for 0.08 (SD=0.04) of the play 
session. The individual differences around this mean are shown in Figure 7B. Some infants 
engaged in parent-led Coordinated JA for 0.02 of the play session while some did so for 0.15. 
These specific type of Coordinated JA moments occurred on average 2.50 times per minute 
(SD=1.20) and lasted 1.78 seconds (SD=0.58) as Table 2 shows.  
Dyads engaged in “Coordinated JA infant-led” on average for 0.12 (SD=0.06) of the play 
interaction with larger individual differences in this proportion of time spent as shown in Figure 
7B. Coordinated Joint Attention bouts initiated by the infant occurred on average 3.84 times per 
minutes (SD=1.51) and lasted 1.71 seconds on average (SD=0.62). A non-parametric statistical 




Coordinated JA given the skew present in the differences scores for the subjects. A Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test revealed there is a significant difference with dyads spending more playtime in 
infant-led Coordinated JA as compared to parent-led Coordinated JA, v=71, p=0.003. This result 
is consistent with the idea that at this young age, Coordinated Joint Attention occurs more 
because parents tune their actions to the infant’s and follow more than lead. These results support 
the Disconnect hypothesis because the “social interaction” recreated in the context of trial-based 
experiments lacks the most common type of joint attention that occurs during real-world 
interactions, the infant-led moments of coordinated visual attention.  
Individual differences in pathways to Coordinated JA parent-led. 
According to the Yu & Smith characterization of the pathways to engage in Coordinated 
JA, we examined whether Coordinated Joint Attention that was initiated by the parent occurred 
through different pathways, or cues that were potentially used by the infant to join the parent’s 
look to an object. Adopting Yu & Smith (2017a) definitions, we classified all Parent-led 
Coordinated JA bouts as occurring through Gaze-following or Hand-following. The period right 
before the episode was analyzed to look for presence of a face look to the parent’s face (to code 
for Gaze-follow) and when no face look was found, analyzed for the presence of parent’s holding 
of the attended object during this window of time preceding the Coordinated JA moment (to 
code for Hand-follow). An individual infant, on average, had 2.85 (SD=2.27, min= 0.00, 
max=9.00) bouts of parent-led Coordinated JA through Gaze-following during the entire play 
session, and 3.44 (SD=2.85, min=0.00, max=11.00) that were parent-led Coordinated JA through 
Hand-following during the entire play session. Coordinated JA moments that were parent-led 
and occurred through Gaze-following and Hand-following accounted for 0.29 (SD=0.22, 




Coordinated JA moments that were parent-led. The remaining bouts of Coordinated JA (a third 
on average) did not occur through any of these pathways and are an open question to explore for 
future research. 
Individual differences in infants’ abilities to engage in parent-led Coordinated Joint 
attention through Gaze-follow or Hand-follow strategies are shown in Figure 7C. The proportion 
of playtime spent in parent-led Coordinated JA through Gaze-following was on average 0.03 
(SD=0.02). This type of Coordinated JA bouts was extremely rare as it occurred 0.73 times per 
minute (SD=0.56) and lasted on average 1.81 seconds (SD=1.71). The proportion of playtime 
spent in parent-led Coordinated JA through Hand-following was on average 0.03 (SD=0.03). 
Coordinated Joint Attention bouts in which both the infant did not look at the parent’s face and 
the parent made hand contact with the target of Coordinated JA, were also extremely rare as they 
occurred 0.91 times per minute (SD=0.76) and lasted on average 1.76 seconds (SD=1.17). These 
results are consistent with the Disconnect hypothesis because the “social interaction” recreated in 
the context of trial-based experiments lacks cues that lead to Coordinated JA as often as the gaze 
cues do in the context of real-world interactions. 
The individual differences just reported on parent-led Coordinated Joint Attention 
occurring through Gaze- and Hand-following were a subset of all the Coordinated JA moments 
and they capture how often moments that could be due to only the infant following through 
different cues occurred. These estimates are thus based on only a few episodes but are still 
predictors relevant for the goal of this work, which as opposed to capturing differences between 
infants in their most common behavior (all Coordinated JA), they captured individual differences 
in how often these rare and very specific moments occur. Therefore, although all infants spent 




following, there was some distribution with some infants spending less than 0.02 but some above 
that.  
Together, the results from this section show that consistent with previous work, 
Coordinated JA occurred from the mutual contribution of parent and infant although for infants 
this age, parents are more likely to follow the infant-led Coordinated JA moments. Moreover, 
these results also show that there are alternative pathways that involve the hands of the parent to 
engage in Coordinated JA and infants differed too in the proportion of playtime spent in these 
exceptional moments of coordinated visual attention. These results are consistent with the 
Disconnect hypothesis since the behavior elicited in the context of free play differs from the 
phenomenon elicited in the context of discrete trial-based experiments.          
Section III. Relations Between Discrete Trial-based Experiment and Continuous Free Play 
Given all the individual differences in joint attention obtained in the discrete trial-based 
experiment and in the continuous free play session, are they related in any way? One possibility 
is that infant behavior across contexts is related because it is the same infant after all. Another 
possibility under the Disconnect hypothesis, is that the discrete trial-based experiment is 
sufficiently different, and disconnected, from free ranging behavior and thus elicits infant 
behavior, at all levels that does not play out in real life. Figure 8 shows the different constructs 
and infant behaviors that were tested to examine the Disconnect between discrete trial-based JA 
and the more naturalistic context of the free play session. The Disconnect is shown if: 1: JA is 
not related to Coordinated JA (Test 1), 2: JA is not related to infant behaviors that support word 
learning during play such as infant attention, infant sustained attention, infant attention to objects 
during naming and off-task behavior during play (Test 2), and if 3: at the very basic level the 




are not related to each other (Test 3). All tests confirmed the Disconnect hypothesis and are 
presented next, one by one. Best practices in statistics advise researchers to limit the number of 
statistical tests performed in order to reduce Type I error, or the probability that the statistical test 
incorrectly rejected the Null hypothesis finding a significant relation where there was none. 
Here, even after inflating Type I in order to make an exhaustive examination of the Disconnect, 
no relations were found.  
 
Figure 8. Visual representation of the tests carried out to test the Disconnect between the infant 
behaviors elicited by the discrete Trial-based experiment (left side) and by the continuous free 




learning as Coordinated JA does are shown too in the diagram below Coordinated JA. Finally the 
diagram shows in grey ovals the general sensory-motor behaviors that underlie infant behavior 
but in particular JA and Coordinated JA (theoretical links are shown in back dashed lines).  
Test 1: JA does not predict Coordinated JA. 
The central question of the study is the relation between measures of infant’s joint 
attention abilities obtained during parent-infant play and during the discrete trial-based 
experiment (Test 1), phenomena that are referred to by the same name. Because the experimental 
studies are used to measure JA and act as a powerful diagnostic tool for language development, 
here we asked does performance in the traditional task (Gaze trials), and its variation 
implemented in the present study (Gaze-Hold trials), predict the time spent in Coordinated JA 
during parent-infant play?  
Multiple linear regression was used to address the question, using the proportion of 
playtime spent in Coordinated JA (and its subtypes, Figure 7) during play as the dependent 
variable while the independent variables were the chosen first-look (Measure 4) and all-trial 
(Measure 1) measure of JA ability during the discrete trial-based task. A total of six models were 
tested as part of Test 1 shown in Figure 8, they differed in the dependent variable of Coordinated 
JA during play that was being predicted (Coordinated JA (x2), Coordinated JA parent-led (x2), 
Coordinated JA parent-led through Gaze-Follow and Coordinated JA parent-led through Hand-
Follow); three models used measures from the Gaze trials as the independent variables while the 
other three models used measures from the Gaze-Hold trials, which provided an estimate of 
infant’s JA abilities in a context more similar to the real world. All models met the assumptions 
of multiple linear regression including random and normally distributed residuals, no 




proportion of playtime spent in parent-led Coordinated JA through Gaze-following and through 
Hand-following, respectively, were log-transformed to meet the assumptions of the models. Each 
model was compared to a Null model, which shared the same dependent variable but only 
estimated an intercept and no other predictors, using two widely used criteria for model selection 
that balance the level of fit of the model with the complexity of the model represented by the 
number of independent variables used (Akaike information criterion and the Bayesian 
information criterion). 
In Model 1, the proportion of playtime spent in Coordinated Joint Attention for an 
individual dyad was predicted by the infant’s mean proportion of the Gaze-cue time spent in JA 
(measure shown in Figure 6B) and by the infant’s proportion of correct Gaze trials (measure 
shown in Figure 6D). The multiple regression was not significant (F(2,24)=0.34, n.s), with an 
adjusted R2 of -0.05. Table 3 shows the coefficients of the model and associated t statistics and 
p-values. Model 1 was compared to a null model, which had no predictors but only used the 
intercept as the predictor, using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information 
Criterion (BIC) (Burnham & Anderson, 2004). The results suggest the Null model was preferred 
over Model 1 (AICNull=-50.07, AICModel1=-46.84; BICNull=-47.48, BICModel1=-41.66). 
Table 3 
Model 1: Predicting Coordinated JA from JA in Gaze trials 
 B SE t p 
Intercept 0.19 0.08 2.39 0.02 
Mean prop. of cue in JA during Gaze trials -0.01 0.16 -0.08 0.94 
Prop. of correct Gaze trials 0.06 0.07 0.83 0.42 





In Model 2, the proportion of playtime spent in Coordinated Joint Attention for an 
individual dyad was predicted by the infant’s mean proportion of the Gaze-Hold cue time spent 
in JA (measure shown in Figure 6A) and by the infant’s proportion of correct Gaze-Hold trials 
(measure shown in Figure 6C). Even when trial-base experiments included the cues that are 
available for infants to follow the adult’s engagement with an object in real-world contexts, 
infant behavior in the experiment did not predict the degree to which an infant can engage in 
Coordinated JA during free play. The multiple regression was not significant (F(2,24)=0.30, n.s), 
with an adjusted R2 of -0.05. Table 4 shows the coefficients of the model and associated t 
statistics and p-values. Model 2 was compared to a null model, which had no predictors but only 
used the intercept as the predictor, using the AIC and BIC. The results suggest the Null model 
was preferred over Model 2 (AICNull=-50.08, AICModel2=-46.75; BICNull=-47.48, BICModel2=-
41.57). Together, the results of Model 1 and Model 2 confirmed the Disconnect hypothesis since 
individual differences in Coordinated Joint Attention during continuous free play were not 
related to individual differences in Joint Attention during the discrete trial-based tasks. We turn 
to examine the predictive value of measures obtained in discrete trials for Coordinated Attention 
that was parent-led. 
Table 4 
Model 2: Predicting Coordinated JA from JA in Gaze-Hold trials 
 B SE t p 
Intercept 0.34 0.17 2.03 0.05 
Mean prop. of cue in JA during Gaze-Hold trials -0.14 0.20 -0.68 0.50 
Prop. of correct Gaze trials -0.02 0.11 -0.20 0.85 





In Model 3, the proportion of playtime spent in Coordinated Joint Attention that occurred 
because the infant followed the parent’s look (parent-led coordinated JA) was predicted by the 
mean proportion of the Gaze-cue time spent in JA (measure shown in Figure 6B) and by the 
proportion of correct Gaze trials (measure shown in Figure 6D) for each subject. The multiple 
regression was not significant (F(2,24)=1.26, n.s), with an adjusted R2 of 0.02. Table 5 shows the 
coefficients of the model and associated t statistics and p-values. Model 3 was compared to a null 
model, which had no predictors but only used the intercept as the predictor, using the AIC and 
BIC. The results suggest the Null model was preferred over Model 3 (AICNull=-93.40, 
AICModel3=-92.10; BICNull=-90.81, BICModel3=-86.91). 
Table 5 
Model 3: Predicting Coordinated Parent-led JA from JA in Gaze trials 
 B SE t p 
Intercept 0.06 0.03 1.86 0.07 
Mean prop. of cue in JA during Gaze trials -0.02 0.07 -0.24 0.81 
Prop. of correct Gaze trials 0.05 0.03 1.56 0.13 
Notes. R2= 0.09 (p>0.05 )     
 
In Model 4, the proportion of playtime spent by each infant in parent-led Coordinated 
Joint Attention was predicted by the infant’s mean proportion of the Gaze-Hold cue time spent in 
JA (measure shown in Figure 6A) and by the infant’s proportion of correct Gaze-Hold trials 
(measure shown in Figure 6C). The multiple regression was not significant (F(2,24)=0.44, n.s), 
with an adjusted R2 of -0.04. Table 6 shows the coefficients of the model and associated t 
statistics and p-values. Model 4 was compared to a null model, which had no predictors but only 
used the intercept as the predictor, using the AIC and BIC. The results suggest the Null model 




85.19) and thus suggest that, as hypothesized, individual differences in neither Gaze-trials nor in 
Gaze-Hold trials was related to individual differences in the degree to which infants engaged in 
Parent-led Coordinated JA during play. 
Table 6 
Model 4: Predicting Coordinated Parent-led JA from JA in Gaze-Hold trials 
 B SE t p 
Intercept 0.12 0.07 1.57 0.13 
Mean prop. of cue in JA during Gaze-Hold trials -0.07 0.09 -0.78 0.44 
Prop. of correct Gaze-Hold trials 0.03 0.05 0.71 0.49 
Notes. R2= 0.03 (p>0.05 )     
 
The predictors used for in Models 5 and 6 were obtained from infant’s performance in 
Gaze and Gaze-Hold trials, respectively, because conceptually Gaze trials, and not Gaze-Hold 
trials, mirror more closely the type of Coordinated JA that was parent-led through Gaze-
following. Gaze-Hold trials mirror more closely the type of Coordinated JA that was parent-led 
through Hand-following because they also include a holding cue that tested infant’s abilities to 
pick up hold cues.  
In Model 5, the proportion of playtime spent by each infant in parent-led Coordinated 
Joint Attention occurring through Gaze-following was predicted by the infant’s mean proportion 
of the Gaze cue time spent in JA (measure shown in Figure 6B) and by the infant’s proportion of 
correct Gaze trials (measure shown in Figure 6D). The multiple regression was not significant 
(F(2,24)=1.93, n.s), with an adjusted R2 of 0.07. Table 7 shows the coefficients of the model and 
associated t statistics and p-values. Model 5 was compared to a null model, which had no 




suggest the Null model was preferred over Model 5 (AICNull=-53.04, AICModel5=-53.06; BICNull=-
50.45, BICModel5=-47.88). Together, these results show that individual differences in discrete 
trial-based tasks that use gaze cues are not predictive of even the most closely matched type of 
Coordinated JA occurring through Gaze-following during continuous free play session.  
Table 7 
Model 5: Predicting Coordinated Parent-led JA that occurred through Gaze-following during 
play from JA in Gaze trials 
 B SE t p 
Intercept 0.03 0.07 0.44 0.66 
Mean prop. of cue in JA during Gaze trials 0.11 0.14 0.76 0.45 
Prop. of correct Gaze trials 0.12 0.07 1.82 0.08 
Notes. R2= 0.14 (p>0.05 ). Dependent variable was log-transformed. 
 
In Model 6, the proportion of playtime spent by each infant in parent-led Coordinated 
Joint Attention occurring through Hand-following was predicted by the infant’s mean proportion 
of the Gaze-Hold cue time spent in JA (measure shown in Figure 6A) and by the infant’s 
proportion of correct Gaze-Hold trials (measure shown in Figure 6C). The multiple regression 
was not significant (F(2,24)=0.20, n.s), with an adjusted R2 of -0.07. Table 8 shows the 
coefficients of the model and associated t statistics and p-values. Model 6 was compared to a null 
model, which had no predictors but only used the intercept as the predictor, using the AIC and 
BIC. The results suggest the Null model was preferred over Model 6 (AICNull=-52.97, 
AICModel6=-49.41; BICNull=-50.37, BICModel6=-44.22). The results suggest that individual 
differences in discrete trial-based tasks that use gaze plus hold cues are not predictive of even the 
most closely matched type of Coordinated JA occurring through Hand-following during free 





Model 6: Predicting Coordinated Parent-led JA that occurred through Hand-following during 
play from JA in Gaze-Hold trials 
 B SE t p 
Intercept 0.10 0.16 0.63 0.54 
Mean prop. of cue in JA during Gaze-Hold trials 0.01 0.20 0.05 0.96 
Prop. of correct Gaze-Hold trials 0.06 0.10 0.59 0.56 
Notes. R2= 0.02 (p>0.05 ). Dependent variable was log-transformed. 
 
All the models reported in this section predicted Coordinated JA from the two relevant 
first-look and all-trial based measures of the discrete trial-based experiment (prop. of cue time 
spent in JA and prop. of correct trials). The Supplemental Material reports six additional models 
that predict real-world Coordinated JA from a larger set of variables obtained from the discrete 
trial-based experiment, such as the latency to look at the cued object by the experimenter or the 
proportion of the cue time spent looking at the experimenter’s face. The results from these 
additional models further support the Disconnect hypothesis because even after leveraging on the 
use of six to eight variables to capture as much as possible of the infants’ performance during the 
experiment, the results show that individuals’ performance in the discrete trials as described by 
these many other measures together are not predictive of the infant’s proportion of playtime 
spent in Coordinated JA, Coordinated parent-led JA, Coordinated parent-led JA through Gaze- 
and Hand-following. Together all the results suggest, as predicted, that the phenomenon elicited 
in the discrete trial-based experiment has nothing to do with the phenomenon elicited in the real 
world.  





A strong test of the Disconnect hypothesis is to examine the relation between JA and 
infant behaviors occurring during free play that support word learning, just as JA supposedly 
predicts word learning as well (Test 2). The JA ability demonstrated in the Discrete Trial-based 
experiment is supposedly associated, or claimed to bring about, these infant behaviors (shown in 
Figure 8) because an increased ability to follow cues when interacting with a social partner helps 
to build an optimal joint action around the objects that predicts learning and can directly 
influence, or at least be related to, these infant behaviors that occur during play. Under this view, 
infants who are more sensitive to gaze and/or gaze-hold cues, are infants who show more 
attention to objects, more sustained attention, more attention to named objects during naming 
and less off-task behavior. The following analyses were used to carry out Test 2 for the 
Disconnect hypothesis. 
First, we tested whether JA was related to the amount of time that infants’ spent looking 
to objects during the play session with the parent. Infant attention to objects was measured as the 
proportion of playtime spent looking at objects. Figure 9A shows subject histograms of this 
measure since infants ranged from looking at objects for 0.28 up to 0.86 of the play session 
(M=0.56, SD=0.15).  
In the same way, we tested whether JA was related to the infant’s ability to attend to 
individual objects for several seconds during play. We measured infant sustained attention (SA) 
during the free play session as the proportion of playtime spent in sustained attention (defined as 
unbroken visual attention to an object that lasts 3 seconds or longer) by infants. Figure 9B shows 
individual differences with respect to this infant behavior since infants engaged in SA for as low 




Third, we tested whether JA was related to the infant attention during all the naming 
utterances that the parent produced and computed the proportion of time during the naming 
utterance in which the infant looked to the named object, or target of the naming utterance. All 
the naming utterances and the proportion of the naming utterance spent in looking at the target 
by the infant was averaged for each infant to produce a distribution of individual differences 
shown in Figure 9C. Infants ranged from 0.19 to 0.64, with some infants being on average very 
good at attending to the named object for almost half of the naming utterance (M=0.41, 
SD=0.11).  
Finally, we tested whether JA was related to infant’s interest and willingness of play with 
the parent and objects. We measured infants’ off-task behavior as the proportion of playtime 
spent in looking at other objects by the infant around the room. Figure 9D shows subject 
histograms of this measure as infants were off-task for as low as 0.08 of the interaction and for as 





Figure 9. Subject histograms showing individual differences in infant behaviors that relate to 
learning during play. Dotted black lines indicate the mean of each frequency distribution. 
Are these individual differences related to each other? The answer appears to be yes. 
Figure 10 shows both the scatterplots and Pearson correlation coefficients describing the 
association between these infant behaviors that relate to learning during free play. Infants who 
tended to spend a large proportion of playtime looking at objects and sustaining attention, were 
those who looked to the object named by the parent more and those who spent less time in off-





Figure 10. Histograms of infant behaviors that support learning and scatterplots between them. 
Because all measures are normally distributed, the figure also shows the Pearson correlation 
coefficients between each pair of measures.  
The relevant question is whether the infant behaviors that support learning during play 
are related to JA during the discrete trial-based experiment. We ran eight multiple linear 
regression models. Four models predicted individual differences in infant behaviors during play 
from the two chosen all-trial and first-look measures in Gaze trials; four additional models 
predicted the same infant behaviors during play but used performance in Gaze-Hold trials as the 




Table 9 identifies each model, the dependent variable predicted by each model as well as 
independent variables used in each model. Moreover, it provides the F test of the model’s fit as 
well as the associated p-value and adjusted R square. The individual estimates of the model 
coefficients were not included since they were all non-significant. Each model implemented was 
compared to a Null model that did not have the independent variables from the trial-based 
experiment, and thus the last column lists the model that had the lowest AIC and BIC values and 
was thus preferred. The results show that none of the infant behaviors considered are predicted 
by infants’ performance in neither Gaze nor Gaze-Hold trials. In fact, for the case of every 
model, the Null model provided a better fit of the data.  
Table 9 
Summary of results obtained in Models 7-14. 
Model Dependent Variable Independent 
Variables 




7 Prop. of playtime the Infant 
spent looking at objects 
Gaze trials 0.14 0.87 -0.07 Null 
8 Prop. of playtime spent in Infant 
Sustained Attention 
Gaze trials 0.02 0.98 -0.08 Null 
9 Mean prop. of time inside the 
naming utterance spent looking 
at target 
Gaze trials 0.08 0.92 -0.07 Null 
10 Prop. of playtime spent in Infant 
off-task 
Gaze trials 0.12 0.88 -0.07 Null 
11 Prop. of playtime the Infant 
spent looking at objects 
Gaze-Hold 
trials 
0.81 0.45 -0.01 Null 




0.35 0.71 -0.05 Null 
13 Mean prop. of time inside the 












0.57 0.57 -0.03 Null 
 
The results presented in this section (Test 2) are consistent with the Disconnect 
hypothesis as they showed there is no relation between measures of JA obtained in discrete trial-
based experiments and measures of infant behaviors during play that are conducive to learning 
including infant attention to objects, infant sustained attention, infant attention to the named 
object during an utterance and infant off-task looking behavior during play. These eight 
additional models provide strong evidence that there is a Joint Attention Disconnect in which the 
individual differences picked up by the traditional gaze-follow and the implemented gaze-and-
hand follow tasks, are not predictive of meaningful individual differences occurring in the 
continuous free play session. These results suggest that gaze-following itself may not contribute 
to infant’s everyday behaviors that support learning and therefore they raise the possibility that 
gaze-following may be only a marker that predicts language development but not the actual 
driver and cause of language development.  
Test 3: Sensory-motor behaviors across contexts.  
The behavior elicited by trial-based experiments of JA is a good diagnostic tool that 
predicts optimal development. One open question is what are the underlying sensory-motor skills 
supporting this behavior in discrete trial-based experiments? Are those skills the same skills that 
support infant behavior in free play or not? Does the Disconnect apply to even low-level more 
general behaviors that support JA as well as Coordinated JA? The analyses that constitute Test 3 
investigate whether individual differences in the infant’s general sensory-motor skills that were 
recruited in the Trial-based Task were related to individual differences in the same skills used in 




more to objects in discrete trials those who attended more to objects during free play? There are 
two possibilities. On the one hand, we would expect that sensory-motor infant abilities would be 
correlated across task because it is the same system acting on objects with social partners but 
doing that in two different contexts. On the other hand, under the Joint Attention Disconnect 
hypothesis, it is possible that even though the same infant is tested in each context there are 
perturbations in the discrete trials that break the coupling inherent in the infant’s system that 
produces the abilities and thus the sensory-motor abilities recruited in discrete trials are not 
related to the abilities used during every day free play with the parent. Accordingly, we would 
predict that infants who looked more to objects during the discrete trial-based task are not the 
same infants who looked more to objects during play with the parent. This possibility could 
suggest that the behavior that is diagnostic of optimal development is not the “everyday” 
behavior of the system but the behavior of the system once perturbations of everyday dynamics 
are introduced.  
 In order to address this question we examined the discrete trial-based experiment as a 
sensory-motor task, in which infants were actually asked to interact with an adult, and toys on a 
tabletop. We computed the same measures across both tasks effectively capturing the infants’ 
attention to objects, sustained attention to objects, attention to faces, holding of an object and 
holding objects while attending visually to an object. We report the pairwise correlations to 
examine these “apples-to-apples” relations. For these analyses of infant’s sensory-motor abilities 
both Gaze and Gaze-Hold trials were combined in order to estimate infant behaviors from the 
entire discrete trial-based experiment. 
 The first column of Table 10 lists the different measures obtained across contexts to 




axis of the subject histograms shown in columns two and three of Table 10. The correlation 
coefficient shown in the fourth column of the table indicates the strength of the association 
between these two measures for an infant in the sample. As it is clear, all the correlations are 
weak and not significant except for the correlation between proportion of time in which the 
infant looked to the adult’s face, which was moderate but only marginally significant. Infants 
who spent more time during the trial-based task looking at the experimenter tended to be those 
who spent more playtime looking at the parent’s face during play. Perhaps the preference to 
attend to face over objects and hands (Jayaraman, Fausey & Smith, 2017), which develops 
around this age, determines behavior in both contexts. This finding needs to be interpreted in the 
context it occurred because it is the only significant result out of the many statistical tests 
conducted here and thus, it may not be a real and replicable result outside this context. The 
overall pattern of results supports the Disconnect and in fact suggests that the behavior elicited 
by the Discrete Trial-based Experiment is task determined and therefore highly dependent on the 
context and the arbitrary decisions that researchers make to define the research context.  
Interestingly, while the individual differences shown across tasks were not correlated, the 
overall distributions of measures on the infants’ allocation of attention to objects and faces 
looked very similar to each other. For instance, the distributions of the frequency per minute of 
infant looks to objects in the discrete trial-based Task and in Free Play, were very similar and 
they were both centered on an almost identical mean. There were only relatively minor increases 
found in the Trial-based task compared to free play with respect to the duration of infant looks to 
objects, proportion of playtime looking at objects, frequency of looks to faces and overall 
proportion of playtime in looking at face. This is surprising given the very different contexts that 




different tasks on the infant’s visual attention can lead to similar and related patterns of attention 
for an individual across task but they don’t. Discrete trial-based task may not impose a 
completely different set of demands on attention for a 9-month-old but it introduces 
perturbations to the infants’ own system at the individual level and different infants respond 
differently in a pattern that cannot be generalized for all infants. That is, some infants look more 
to objects during the trial-based task compared to play, but some looked the same or less.  
 
Table 10 
Individual Differences Along Same Measures Across Task and Correlations Between Them 
Measure Trial-based Task Continuous Free Play Correlation 
Frequency per 
minute of infant 











infant looks to 
objects that 









time in which 
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minute of infant 
hand contact 









infant look in 
which infant 
held the 
attended-object   
r_spearman= 
0.24, n.s 
Notes. ^=p<.10; *=p<0.05. X-axis of histograms in shown in the “Measure” column of each 
row. Dotted line in each subject histogram indicates the mean of each distribution.  
 
These data demonstrate that the discrete trial-based context for JA not only perturbed the 
infants’ own dynamics of infant visual attention but also the infants’ holding behaviors and the 
infants’ coordination of eyes and hands. For most of the infants, hand contact with an object 
occurred more frequently in the context of free play but the infants who held more objects during 
play were not the same infants who held more objects during the trial-based task. This was also 
true for the likelihood of an infant to manually hold the objects they were visually attending to, 
which was higher overall during free play but unrelated to the likelihood to hold while looking 
for an infant during the discrete trial-based task. The discrete trial-based experiment changed 
infants’ holding and hand-eye coordination.  
Together, the results support the Disconnect hypothesis showing that even general low-
level sensory-motor behaviors elicited by the discrete trial-based context are not related to 
sensory-motor behaviors used during play. The evidence suggests that discrete trials perturbs the 
system and breaks the coupling in the infants’ system by changing for each infant how the eyes 
and hands behave and interact with each other. It is possible the behavior captured by the trial-





Section IV. Temporal Dynamics of JA and Coordinated JA 
 We further uncover the Joint Attention Disconnect phenomenon between widely used 
contexts for joint attention, by examining of the temporal dynamics of the phenomena elicited 
across context: the latencies between the onset of the infant’s look and the adult’s look.  
We identified all the moments of Joint Attention (for the trial-based context) and 
moments of Coordinated Joint Attention (for the play context). Then for each of these, we 
subtracted the onset of the infant’s first look to the adult-attended-object from the onset of the 
adult’s look to the object. As a result, negative values indicate the number of seconds that it took 
for the infant to join the adult’s cue/look; positive values indicate the number of seconds that it 
took for the adult to join the infant’s look. Clearly the context of the discrete trial-based task took 
only negative values since it was not possible for the infant to begin a joint attention episode.  
 In the discrete trial-based experiment, there were 316 cues provided by the experimenter. 
Out of those, the infant joined 309 with a look to the cued object by the experimenter at least 
once at some point during the entire cue. On average, infants took -0.48 seconds to look at the 
object, with latencies ranging from -7.85sec to 0.00sec (SD=0.96), and the median lag was 0.00. 
Figure 11 shows the entire distribution of the latencies for infants and the experimenter in the 
discrete-trial task. An overwhelming majority of events fell within the bin of 0 and -0.1 seconds, 





   
Figure 11. Latency between onset of experimenter’s cue and onset of infant’s first look to the 
cued-object.   
 Latencies were slightly different for Gaze and Gaze-Hold cues. Infants responded to 
Gaze-Hold cues slightly faster than to Gaze cues. The mean latency of infant joining a Gaze-
Hold cue was -0.26 (-4.73 to 0.00, SD=0.58, median=0.00) while it was -0.72 (-7.85 to 0.00, 
SD=1.22, median=0.00) for Gaze cues. Figure 12 shows the entire distribution of latencies to 
Gaze and Gaze-Hold cues. Although Gaze cues have a longer and slightly heavier tail of 
latencies, both distributions look very similar: they both peak at the bin of latencies between 0 





Figure 12. Latency between onset of experimenter’s cue and onset of infant’s first look to the 
cued-object separate for Gaze-Hold trials (A) and Gaze trials (B).   
 
 The latencies between infant and parent behavior for Coordinated Joint Attention bouts 




(or the onset of JA). That is, for parent-led Coordinated JA bouts the window started at the onset 
of the parent’s look and ended at the onset of the parent-led JA bout; conversely, for infant-led 
Coordinated JA bout the window started at the onset of the infant’s look and ended at the onset 
of the infant-led JA bout. There were a total of 672 episodes of Coordinated JA considered for 
this analysis. Figure 13 shows the entire distribution of the latencies to engage in these 672 
Coordinated JA bouts between all the parent-infant dyads in the sample.  
 
 
Figure 13. Latencies between onset of parent’s first look and onset of infant’s first look to the 
jointly-attended-object during continuous free play.   
 Figure 13 shows that the temporal dynamics of the Coordinated Joint Attention occurring 
during continuous free play are much different from the temporal dynamics of Joint Attention 
occurring in the discrete trial-based task. The distribution of Coordinated JA is not completely 
symmetric around the 0 point, which would represent instantaneous coordination of parent and 




was more common for infants at this age and their parents when they engaged in play. In fact, the 
mean latency to engage in Coordinated Joint Attention was 0.53 seconds, which means that on 
average parents were more likely to join the infant’s look. The latencies ranged from taking the 
infant -6.23 sec to joining the parent, to taking the parent a maximum of 12.36 seconds of parent 
to join the infant (SD=1.53sec, median=0.31). Nonetheless, most latencies to Coordinated JA 
were very short with 0.61 of them falling between -1 and 1 second, and 0.86 of them falling 
between -2 to 2 seconds. Although these data show there is tight coordination between infant and 
parent’s eye-gaze when getting into Coordinated JA, the latencies are not as low as the latencies 
shown by infants and experimenters in the discrete trial-based task. The distribution shown in 
Figure 13 does not have such a clear peak around the 0.0 to -0.1 seconds bin. These results 
suggest that the discrete trial-based experiments constraint the variability in the latencies and 
reduces considerably the latency that it usually takes for an infant to engage in Coordinated Joint 
Attention during every day play with the parent.  
 
Discussion 
The ability to attend to objects that others are attending to is used on a daily basis in 
everyday contexts but researchers have measured infants’ joint attention outside these 
naturalistic contexts, in trial-based experiments. A growing body of literature shows that the 
phenomenon elicited in the trial-based experiments differs from the phenomenon that occurs 
when parents engage with their infants in more naturalistic contexts of play. The contribution of 
the present work is the explicit and exhaustive investigation of the relation between individual 
differences measured in discrete trial-based experiments and individual differences in infant 




consistently shows that the individual differences captured in the trial-based context for Joint 
Attention are not representative of infant behavior in the more naturalistic context for 
Coordinated Joint Attention. Furthermore, many of the sensory-motor behaviors measured in the 
context of lab trial-based tasks that are highly predictive of important outcomes were not stable 
throughout the entirety of the trial and were also not related in individuals across trial types in 
the experiment. In fact, the results show that the experimental task uses potentially non-valid 
first-look based measures and it drastically contrasts with the free flowing context in terms of the 
temporal dynamics of the phenomenon elicited and the degree to which the infant’s whole body 
is engaged with the objects. This work challenges what we think we know about joint attention 
in infants, calling us to revise the causal links and theories build around JA, some of which have 
led to interventions that may be not as helpful as expected. The results also raise larger questions 
about the practice of science, and highlight current barriers limiting understanding of 
fundamental phenomena in developmental science.  
How to do Science that Translates to Real-world Contexts 
	
Experiments were created to isolate and control causes of behavior to locate mechanisms, 
but naturalistic contexts do not do this and thus there is no control of the additional variables that 
interact with the phenomenon of interest. Experiments isolate causes to find effect but they also 
face limits because the behavior they elicit in the specified research context is completely 
context-dependent and in some cases it may not actually be representative of the real world. This 
larger translation problem from the lab to the real world applies to many other disciplines 
including the medical sciences, biology, chemistry and even physics (Kessler & Glasgow, 2011; 
Rothwell, 2005). The evidence presented here illustrates the Disconnect phenomenon since the 




that has nothing to do with behavior occurring in real-world contexts. We challenge the 
overreliance of the field on clean and controlled experiments that hope to reduce complexity and 
in doing so they miss the phenomena and mechanisms that actually drive development.  
In a Disconnect phenomenon, the variance captured by the clean and controlled 
experiment is unrelated to the variance that occurs in the real world, or in more naturalistic 
contexts. The different sources of variance for each task may underlie the lack of correlation. 
Figure 14 is a conceptual model that shows the factors that influence infant behavior across 
contexts. General factors that affect infant behavior include motor, cognitive, social, emotional 
and motivational aspects, and are usually the processes researchers are interested in measuring 
and studying. These infant processes can only be measured in a research context. For this reason, 
both infant processes and task characteristics that interact with each other as Figure 14 shows 
determine the infant behavior captured in a research context. One clear example that shows the 
interaction is the A-not-B error, which comes and goes depending on task properties that affect 
infants’ memory such as the salience of the dwells in which objects hide (Smith & Thelen, 
2003). The key difference between discrete trial-based contexts and continuous free play 
contexts is the number of task characteristics that are fixed to take an arbitrary value. Discrete 
trial-based experiments need to define more characteristics while the continuous free play 
session only defines a few and lets the interaction unfold as naturally as possible. Some of the 
task characteristics that need to be specified in the trial-based experiment but not in the free play 
session are crossed out from the list shown in Figure 14. As a result, the behavior elicited in the 
context of discrete trial-experiments may be more dependent on the context and its interaction 
with the infant’s motor, cognitive, social, emotional and motivational processes that underlie 




represent more the actual infant processes and less the interaction with the context, depends on 
the ecological validity of the task characteristics and thus the behavior elicited. Researchers 
across the board, but especially those conducting experimental research, should actively think 
about the values that the task characteristics take and limit the contextual influences so that they 
do not study only a lab-based phenomenon that is far removed from the behavior elicited by 
more real-world research contexts. 
 
Figure 14. Determinants of discrete trial-based performance and behavior in continuous free play 
sessions. 
Being aware of the contextual influences on infant behavior is not enough to solve the 
translation problem because ultimately, researchers are forced to make decisions and fix task 
characteristics in order to run their experiments. A researcher, for instance, will have to pick the 
duration of the trials and also decide to use a female versus a male experimenter. An experiment 
is the product of a series of decisions and it represents one out of the multiple possible 




the process, where each node in the path represents a decision and thus each path created 
represents a different experiment that could be run. A researcher would have to run more than a 
dozen of experiments that take different task characteristics to tease apart the effects of the task 
characteristics from the infant processes of interest. In a study design that makes three different 
decisions for which there are only two options, the total number of possible designs is 14. 
Because researchers need to make decisions that result in many possible combinations but cannot 
test all possible combinations to investigate infant processes that are not dependent on the 
context, we propose researchers should consider moving away from experimental designs that 
may elicit behavior like JA, which is less representative of infant processes and more dependent 
on contextual factors.  
 
Figure 15. The pathway it took to define an experiment shown in green and in the midst of all 




Contexts for research that are more naturalistic may elicit behavior that is less context 
dependent and more the result of the infant attention processes, but these contexts may also pose 
new challenges for researchers who are used to conduct research in the clean and controlled 
contexts. Every moment of the free flowing play is an experimenter’s nightmare. Human 
behavior at every moment is influenced by infant processes that change dynamically as the 
interaction unfolds and thus the present moment depends also on the previous state of the infant 
in the previous time step. The real world never presents itself in the same way and an infant may 
never respond in the same way. Nonetheless, the complexity of the world matters because it is 
part of the training ground that supports development. Infants’ everyday contexts train them in 
multiple pathways that result in social interaction and Coordinated Joint Attention because the 
world is full of moving parts and combinations of values. Accordingly, it is not enough to 
capture of the pathways that lead to phenomena in the context of an experiment. The beauty of 
the approach is actually seeing all pathways and mechanisms operating and interacting together 
in real time. Researchers are called to use event analyses and models to fully describe the 
behavior and related factors, model the values that variables take and find a strong signals that 
are recovered from the noise but are robust and valid. 
Cascading Effects of the JA Disconnect 
	
Research that aims to understand how children develop needs to relate to the real world 
because it is in the real world where development happens. Mechanisms discovered in the lab 
can actually harm science and society if they do not play out in the real world. Accordingly, the 
phenomenon elicited in the discrete trial-based context led researchers to theorize joint attention 
is about looking at the eye gaze of each other, interpret intentions and follow gaze. The big 




tasks at the very surface level and assume these are the actual mechanisms or processes that 
support real development and behavior in the real world. This is exactly what occurred in our 
field with joint attention. The Joint Attention Disconnect is deeply problematic for our field 
because research carried out in the context of discrete trial-base experiments led to theories that 
claim JA is about understanding of minds and intentions which lead infants to learn language 
more easily. But the current work in addition to the growing body of literature suggests that 
actually the mechanisms of the lab phenomena are not likely to occur in everyday contexts (Yu 
& Smith, 2013; 2017a; 2017b) because actually the phenomena elicited in the discrete trial-based 
task has nothing to do with the behavior that occurs in more real-world contexts. Nonetheless, 
these wrong theories led to interventions that today train gaze-following skills in children 
diagnosed with autism, in order to improve their social interactions and language skills. The 
results from the work presented here show that gaze-following led to Joint Attention only as 
likely as hand-following did, and that the ability to follow gaze is not predictive of any behaviors 
of infants in free play, which would be the best indicator that the intervention is helping. The 
evidence may suggest gaze-following interventions target a skill that is not important but 
researchers and clinicians do not know this since the long-standing assumption is that joint 
attention occurs through gaze-following and is a fundamental mechanism that supports good 
social interactions and language learning. We propose that the measures obtained during discrete 
trials although not valid of the entire trial as the results show, should only be used as biomarkers, 
diagnostic tools but not as the mechanism itself that supports the outcomes they predict.  
Why is discrete trial-based performance related to language learning then? One 
possibility is that both share sources of variance just as ice cream consumption is correlated with 




each one is not a cause of the other one, they just share the same determining factor. Figure 16 
shows that there are various overlapping factors that determine both discrete trial-based 
performance and future developmental outcomes. As it is clear, the quality of parent-infant 
interactions, joint attention and social cognition could support developmental outcomes but the 
other infant processes that actually affect discrete trial-based performance could support the 
outcomes. Shared sources of variance could be responsible for the apparent but perhaps non-
existent causal association between discrete trial-based performance and developmental 
outcomes. Akhtar & Gernsbacher (2007) develop a strong argument that suggests Joint Attention 
is not causally related to word learning.  
 
Figure 16. Determinants of discrete trial-based performance and developmental outcomes. 
Another possibility is that there is a causal pathway that links behavior measured during 




it is not clear what exactly the discrete trial-based experiment is measuring. Is the task capturing 
infants’ abilities to disengage from an attractive stimulus? The evidence presented on the infant 
sensory-motor behaviors and the temporal dynamics may suggest that the task is almost like a 
disengagement task because infants are not actually playing with and touching objects but mostly 
attending to the objects and the face during the task. Furthermore, the shift in gaze from the face 
to the cued object by the experimenter occurs very rapidly at the level of 500-750 milliseconds, a 
reaction time that differs from the reaction time of play with the parent as shown in this paper, 
but that is similar to that obtained by researchers that study visual attention in response to 
labeling visual targets (Fernald, Perfors & Marchman, 2006) and disengagement from a central 
stimulus (Peltola, Leppänen, Vogel-Farley, Hietanen & Nelson, 2009). Would a task that flashes 
a light in the periphery of a screen that shows an engaging central stimulus, capture related 
variance? 
Another possibility is that the discrete trial task measures infants’ ability to recover from 
perturbations of the natural dynamics of play. The discrete trial-based task modified the natural 
characteristics of a social interaction in which joint attention takes place. The interaction was 
split into discrete trials, had an unfamiliar adult that did not respond to the infant’s lead, and also 
made infants play a passive role, which created a movie watching feeling and prevented 
immediate reward and feedback. Future research is needed to investigate what exactly the 
standard gaze-following task measure since the present work suggests it does not measure infant 
joint attention, infant behaviors that support learning, or sensory-motor behaviors.  
Current Challenges and Open Questions 
	
The challenges that developmental scientists face is putting together all the mechanisms 




bring behavior that drives developmental change. Some phenomena may actually fail to translate 
such as mutual exclusivity and the A-not-B error but those that will translate, will generate valid 
and useful knowledge about how children develop. The endeavor is promising since it may stop 
researchers from studying lab-based phenomena that do not explain valid behavior. Moreover, it 
may result in the specification of phenomena as they occur and interact in the real world. The 
new way of doing basic science should refrain from aiming to establish causal with each study 
and from trying to make simple what is complex, which could lead to never really 
comprehending development. Researchers need to embrace the complexity of the world and the 
complex pathways that actually matter for developmental change.  
Open questions for the investigation of Coordinated JA include the moment-to-moment 
consequences of the phenomenon for key infant processes including sustained attention and 
developmental outcomes such as language learning, self-regulation and academic achievement. 
The two remaining chapters in this dissertation address this open question by examining the 
effect of Coordinated JA on infants’ in-the-moment (Chapter 3) and future (Chapter 4) control of 
sustained visual attention. Together these papers leverage on the examination of infant and 
parent behavior moment-to-moment in the context of naturalistic play session and build a path 
from social partners to future developmental outcomes through sustained attention. 
Additionally, research is needed to understand how Coordinated JA occurs in even more 
naturalistic contexts of the home in order to examine the everyday behaviors that infants use to 
engage in joint attention with a social partner that has competing attentional demands and 
transitions between daily routines that include play as well as feeding and grooming (Tamis-
LeMonda et al., 2018). There is research showing that although free play sessions that take place 




(Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2016), the lab context still changes the behavior of parents and their 
infants. In particular, experimenters may choose undefined instructions that result in unnatural 
behavior and infants may display less disruptive behaviors while parents may display more 
sensitive behavior (Gardner, 2000). In fact, the test-retest reliability of the measurements 
obtained in the free play paradigm used throughout this dissertation has not been calculated. As a 
first step, we examined test-retest reliability by splitting every play session in half and compared 
measures of infant and parent behaviors (see Supplemental material) at the subject level. The 
results showed that infant and parent behavior was relatively constant between the first and 
second halves, but more work is needed to actually bring dyads to the lab on separate days and 
repeat the same play session to more cleanly assess the test-retest reliability of the measures 
obtained.  
Finally, research is needed to understand infant and parent dynamics at the physiological 
level obtaining heart rate and brain measurements while they engage in everyday interactions 
with moments of Coordinated JA. According to the results presented here, Coordinated Joint 
Attention seems to occur behaviorally through gaze-following, hand-following or a still 
unknown pathway, but are there physiological correlates that separate these pathways to engage 
in joint attention?  
In conclusion, experiments are not bulletproof because they can locate mechanisms and 
study behavior that has nothing to do with the mechanisms and behaviors that actually play out 
in the real world. The research context is the product of a hierarchy of decisions, and each 
decision is nested within another. For any experiment, the context that was specified for the 
study could set task characteristics that may perturb the system and processes that under different 




Perhaps those unnatural task characteristics were chosen because they were practical and actually 
made the experiment possible. Tasks could also be defined in ways that make the experiment 
standard across subjects. This paper presented evidence of another instance of the Disconnect 
phenomenon and proposed that if we want to understand how joint attention occurs in the real 
world between social partners and infants as well as how it helps for development, discrete trial-
based experiments will not tell us anything. Development occurs as the result of the behavior of 
a tightly coupled system at various timescales that moves together and is highly influenced by 
the context. Research needs to move away from clean petri dish designs; we need a new basic 
science one that focuses on examining complexity and study valid behavior.  
 
Supplemental Material 
Silent and Non-silent Trials 
Half of the Gaze trials had a naming utterance accompanying the gaze cue and half did 
not, but JA during the cue did not differ between the two types of Gaze trials in terms of the 
proportion of time the infant and adult spent looking at the target object (t(26)=1.01, p=0.32). 
Gaze trials with and without a naming did not differ as well in the duration of the Joint Attention 
episodes (t(26)=1.61, p=0.12) and in the frequency per minute of Joint Attention episodes 
generated during the cue (t(26)=-0.01, p=0.99).  
In the same way, half of the Gaze-Hold trials that had a naming utterance accompanying 
the cue did not differ from the Gaze-Hold trials that did not have a label in terms of the 




Attention episodes (t(26)=1.97, p=0.06) and the frequency of Joint Attention episodes (t(26)=-
1.46, p=0.16). 




Model 1: Predicting Coordinated JA from 7 measures obtained in Gaze trials 
Coefficients B SE T p 
Intercept 0.39 0.19 2.08 0.05 
Mean prop. of Gaze trial time looking at face -0.32 0.16 -1.95 0.07 
Prop. of Gaze trials with at least one JA -0.29 0.20 -1.46 0.16 
Prop. of Gaze trials with at least one face look and JA  0.39 0.21 1.83 0.08 
Mean duration of first JA in Gaze trial -0.02 0.03 -0.59 0.57 
Mean latency to first JA in Gaze trial -0.01 0.04 -0.27 0.79 
Prop. of Gaze trials with look to face then target -0.13 0.10 -1.22 0.24 
Looking score for Gaze trials 0.01 0.01 0.60 0.55 
R2 = 0.24; Adjusted R2 = -0.04; F(>19) = 0.87; p = 0.55 
 
Table 13 
Model 2: Predicting Coordinated JA from 5 measures obtained in Gaze-Hold trials 
Coefficients B SE T p 
Intercept 0.14 0.23 0.61 0.55 
Mean prop. of Gaze-Hold trial time looking at target -0.03 0.36 -0.08 0.93 
Mean duration of first JA in Gaze-Hold trial 0.00 0.03 0.09 0.93 
Mean latency to first JA in Gaze-Hold trial 0.18 0.08 2.19 0.04* 
Prop. of Gaze-Hold trials with look to face then target 0.06 0.08 0.68 0.51 
Looking score for Gaze-Hold trials 0.01 0.01 0.87 0.39 
R2 = 0.22; Adjusted R2 = 0.04; F(>19) = 1.21; p = 0.34; *=p<0.05 
 
Table 14 
Model 3: Predicting parent-led Coordinated JA from 7 measures obtained in Gaze trials 
Coefficients B SE T p 
Intercept 0.09 0.09 1.05 0.31 




Prop. of Gaze trials with at least one JA -0.05 0.09 -0.57 0.58 
Prop. of Gaze trials with at least one face look and JA  0.10 0.10 1.01 0.33 
Mean duration of first JA in Gaze trial 0.00 0.01 -0.05 0.96 
Mean latency to first JA in Gaze trial 0.00 0.02 -0.05 0.96 
Prop. of Gaze trials with look to face then target -0.06 0.05 -1.17 0.26 
Looking score for Gaze trials 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.33 
R2 = 0.15; Adjusted R2 = -0.16; F(>19) = 0.47; p = 0.84 
 
Table 15 
Model 4: Predicting parent-led Coordinated JA from 5measures obtained in Gaze-Hold trials 
Coefficients B SE T p 
Intercept 0.14 0.11 1.26 0.22 
Mean prop. of Gaze-Hold trial time looking at target -0.18 0.17 -1.06 0.30 
Mean duration of first JA in Gaze-Hold trial 0.01 0.01 1.21 0.24 
Mean latency to first JA in Gaze-Hold trial 0.01 0.04 0.17 0.87 
Prop. of Gaze-Hold trials with look to face then target 0.03 0.04 0.69 0.50 
Looking score for Gaze-Hold trials 0.00 0.00 1.06 0.30 
R2 = 0.13; Adjusted R2 = -0.08; F(>19) = 0.63; p = 0.68 
 
Table 16 
Model 5: Predicting parent-led Coordinated JA through Gaze following from 7 measures 
obtained in Gaze trials 
Coefficients B SE T p 
Intercept 0.29 0.18 1.60 0.13 
Mean prop. of Gaze trial time looking at face -0.05 0.16 -0.29 0.77 
Prop. of Gaze trials with at least one JA -0.03 0.19 -0.18 0.86 
Prop. of Gaze trials with at least one face look and JA  -0.10 0.21 -0.47 0.65 
Mean duration of first JA in Gaze trial -0.01 0.03 -0.44 0.66 
Mean latency to first JA in Gaze trial -0.05 0.04 -1.07 0.30 
Prop. of Gaze trials with look to face then target 0.03 0.10 0.29 0.78 
Looking score for Gaze trials 0.00 0.01 0.38 0.71 
R2 = 0.19; Adjusted R2 = -0.11; F(>19) = 0.64; p = 0.72 
 
Table 17 
Model 6: Predicting parent-led Coordinated JA through Hand following from 5 measures 




Coefficients B SE T p 
Intercept -0.04 0.24 -0.19 0.85 
Mean prop. of Gaze-Hold trial time looking at target 0.20 0.36 0.56 0.58 
Mean duration of first JA in Gaze-Hold trial -0.01 0.04 -0.34 0.74 
Mean latency to first JA in Gaze-Hold trial 0.12 0.08 1.45 0.16 
Prop. of Gaze-Hold trials with look to face then target 0.04 0.08 0.43 0.67 
Looking score for Gaze-Hold trials 0.01 0.01 1.06 0.30 
R2 = 0.11; Adjusted R2 = -0.10; F(>19) = 0.51; p = 0.77 
 
 
Reliability of the Free Play Session Measures 
The following behaviors were chosen to examine the test-retest reliability of the 
measurements obtained from infant and parent behavior during the free play session: infant 
looking at the four ROIs, parent looking at the four ROIs, Coordinated JA, infant-led 
Coordinated JA, parent-led Coordinated JA, parent talk, infant manually holding objects and 
parent manually holding objects. Each subjects’ proportion of playtime spent in displaying each 
of these behaviors was calculated for the first half of the play session (trials 1 and 2 for 25 
subjects, and only trial 1 for 2 subjects) and for the second half of the play session. Figure 17 
shows the mean of these subject-level-calculated proportions of playtime spent in each of these 
behaviors for the first and second half of the play session. Table 18 shows the means, standard 
deviations and standard errors. The figure and table show that parents and infants spent the same 
proportion of playtime in most of these behaviors. When they differed, behavior occurred in 
greater proportions during the first half of the experiment but the difference did not seem to be 





Figure 17. Proportion of playtime spent in the different parent and infant behaviors compared 
during the first and second half of the play session.  
 
Table 18.  
Measures of Parent and Infant Behavior Calculated for the First and Second half of the Play 
Session 
 
       first half                          second half 
 
mean SD SE mean SD SE 
infant eye 0.79 0.12 0.02 0.73 0.20 0.04 
parent eye 0.86 0.09 0.02 0.86 0.07 0.01 
coordinated JA 0.35 0.10 0.02 0.31 0.13 0.02 
coordinated JA c-led 0.17 0.07 0.01 0.15 0.09 0.02 
coordinated JA p-led 0.17 0.08 0.02 0.15 0.09 0.02 
parent talk 0.40 0.16 0.03 0.35 0.18 0.03 
child manual holding 1.07 0.46 0.09 0.96 0.45 0.09 









Perceivers sometimes glance at objects but other times they visually examine a single 
object with a sustained look. These longer looks are strongly related to visual learning about the 
attended target, in infants (Lansik & Richards, 1997; Richards & Casey, 1992; Ruff, 1986), 
young children (Ruff & Lawson, 1990) and adults (Steinmayr, Ziegler & Träuble, 2010; Wei, 
Wang & Klausner, 2012). Sustained visual attention develops incrementally from late infancy 
through early childhood; for example, the average time that a one-year-old infant attends to a 
single toy during active play is about 3 seconds whereas the average time for a 3-year-old child 
approaches 9 seconds (Ruff & Lawson, 1990). Early individual differences in sustained attention 
to objects predict later individual differences in inhibitory control and self-regulation 
(Kochanska, Murray, & Harlan, 2000; Reck & Hund, 2011; Ruff, 1986), language (Welsh, Nix, 
Blair, Bierman & Nelson, 2010), and school achievement (Duncan, Dowsett, Claessens, 
Magnuson, Huston, Klebanov, Pagani, Feinstein, Engel, Brooks-Gunn, Sexton, Duckworth & 
Japel, 2007; McClelland, Acock & Morrison, 2006; McClelland & Cameron, 2012).  The factors 
that drive the development of sustained attention and their role in the observed individual 
differences in sustained attention have not been identified. The ability to sustain attention is 
sometimes treated as an intrinsic and stable child attribute related to temperament (Colombo, 
2001; Posner & Rothbart, 2000).  However, developmental theorists have also suggested that 
parents and social context play a role (e.g., Kopp, 1982; Miller, Ables, King & West, 2009; 




1978). The potential role of parent behaviors in infant sustained attention is the focus of this 
research.  
Yu and Smith (2016) recently showed a direct social effect on the duration of infant 
attention to a single object during toy play with a parent. Their study used dual head-mounted 
eye trackers to measure both parent and infant (12 month olds) gaze during play. They defined 
infant sustained attention as an unbroken look to an object that was longer than 3 sec. They 
defined Coordinated Joint Attention objectively, as moments in which the two participants’ gaze 
was directed to the same object, without considering how that joint gaze was achieved and 
without regard to what one might infer about the knowledge states of the participants, a 
definition of joint attention distinct from that used in the past (Baron-Cohen & Cross, 1992; 
Mundy, Sullivan & Mastergeorge, 2009; Tomasello, 1995). The main result was that toddler 
sustained attention occurred most frequently when the period of infant attention to an object 
overlapped with a Coordinated Joint Attention episode. Yu and Smith suggested that parent 
attention to an infant-attended object may extend the infant’s own interest, causing the infant to 
visually attend to the object longer than the infant would otherwise. Yu and Smith further 
suggested that this in-the-moment extension of the duration of infant attention by parent shared 
interest –when repeated day-in and day-out – may tune and train the internal mechanisms that 
support the development of the self-regulation of attention. They offered the following analogy 
from how children learn to ride two-wheel bikes to explain the idea: parents often hold onto and 
balance a two-wheel bike for the young rider at the beginning, so that the learner can get the feel 
of balancing a bike. After repeated episodes of such parent support, the child becomes able to 
balance a two-wheeler without help. In the same way, Yu and Smith proposed, parent joint 




guided moments of sustained attention events, infants may develop the means to sustain focused 
attention on their own.  
There are many untested predictions that follow from this hypothesis.  Here we focus on 
one open question relevant to the future testing of those hypotheses: What is happening inside 
Coordinated Joint Attention episodes that supports the infant’s longer looks to an object? This 
question is critical because the only parent behavior measured by Yu and Smith was parent gaze 
in coordination with infant gaze. In principle, the child’s extended attention to the object –given 
joint parent attention to that object– could result from the infant perceiving the direction of 
parent gaze and inferring parent shared interest in the object from gaze direction alone (e.g., 
Baron-Cohen & Cross, 1992; Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005). However, Yu and Smith also reported 
that during play with toys, infants almost never looked to their parents’ face and thus couldn’t 
use parent eye-gaze to infer that the parent was also looking at the same object. The finding that 
toddlers do not often look to the parent’s face during joint object play, has been previously 
reported by multiple laboratories (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Deak, Krasno, Triesch, Lewis & 
Sepeta, 2014; Franchak, Kretch, Soska & Adolph, 2011; Yoshida & Smith, 2008; Yu & Smith, 
2013). Accordingly, the present study was designed to address two empirical questions:  (1) what 
additional parent behaviors are part of Coordinated Joint parent-infant Attention to an object? (2) 
Are these additional parent behaviors associated with longer visual attention to the object 
attended by the infant?  
When parents are playing with their infants in free-flow interactions, they may do more 
than just look at objects and at their infants. Parents generate multimodal behaviors and their 
own attention and interest in the object is potentially signaled through multiple modalities 




(Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Tomasello & Farrar, 1986; Yu & Smith, 2012; Yu & Smith, 
2013). Several researchers have specifically observed that parent talk increases infant visual 
attention to objects (Baldwin and Markman, 1989; Belsky, Goode and Most, 1980; see also 
Parrinello & Ruff, 1988). Other evidence suggests that parent hand actions also play a role in 
organizing infant visual attention to objects (Deak, Krasno, Triesch, Lewis & Sepeta, 2014; Yu 
& Smith, 2013, 2017). Accordingly, we tested the hypothesis that multimodal parent behaviors, 
such as parent talk and parent handling of objects, are often components of a Coordinated Joint 
Attention episode that are associated with longer lasting visual attention to the object by the 
infant. Because parent looks, utterances and manual activities during toy play are real-time 
behaviors happening at the time scales of seconds and fractions of seconds, our analyses also 





The participants were 40 infants with a mean age of 13.97 months (range 12.1 to 16.1 
months, 19 females) and their parents. There was a failure of auditory recording on one infant 
whose data were included in analyses of infant gaze distributions and the relation of infant gaze 
to parent gaze and touch, but were excluded in analyses involving parent talk. Eighteen 
additional infants were recruited but did not contribute data because of refusal to wear the head-
mounted device or other technical failure. Families were recruited from a population of working 
and middle class families. Participants were given a small toy as compensation for their 




Board at Indiana University (protocol number 0808000094) and titled “Multimodal word 
learning”.  
Stimuli  
 A pool of 15 novel objects (on average, about 9.50 x 6.5 x 5.0 cm) was created in the lab 
with unique shapes and objects were combined in sets of 6 in three different ways (each set 
defined a unique experiment because the selected participants for the analyses were pooled from 
these three experiments). Through piloting, objects were designed to be visually and 
manipulatively engaging. All children were given objects in sets of three in which one was 
painted blue, one red and one green. Each child played with two unique sets of objects and the 
criterion for selecting a set of toys for an infant was that the toys were novel for that infant. 
Figure 1 shows a participating dyad as well as one of the sets of objects used for the study.  
Experimental Room 
Parent and infant sat across from each other at a white table 61cm × 91cm × 64cm (see in 
Figure 1). The infant sat on a chair and the parent sat on the floor such that the tabletop was 
approximately 46 cm from the center of the table to the child’s eye and to the parent’s eye. Both 
participants wore head- mounted eye trackers (Positive Science LLC, 
http://www.positivescience.com; also see Franchak & Adolph, 2010; Franchak et al., 2011). 
Both parent and infant eye-tracking systems included an infrared camera –mounted on the head 
and pointed to the right eye of the participant that recorded eye images– and a scene camera that 
captured the events from the participant’s perspective. The scene camera’s visual field was 108 
degrees. Each eye tracking system recorded both the egocentric-view video and eye-in-head 




distractors in the environment and encourage infants to focus on object play, everything in the 
room –other than the objects and the hands and faces of the participants- was white. Three 
additional cameras recorded the interaction from third-person views.  
	
 
Figure 1. Parent and infant in the tabletop with novel objects and dual head-mounted eye-
tracking. The authors received signed consent for the parent and infant’s likenesses to be 
published in this dissertation.  
Procedure 
Prior to entering the testing room, an experimenter desensitized the infant to touches to 




infant was directed to a toy. Upon entering the experimental room, a second experimenter and 
the parent engaged the infant with a toy with buttons to push that made animals pop up as the 
first experimenter placed the head gear on the infant. This was done in one movement and care 
was taken to ensure that the infant remained engaged with the toy and that the infant’s hands did 
not go to the headgear. The first experimenter then adjusted the scene camera to ensure that the 
button being pushed by the infant was in the center of the scene camera. The experimenter then 
directed the child’s attention toward an attractive toy on the table ensuring the child’s eyes were 
following the toy. This procedure was repeated in 15 different locations on the tabletop to ensure 
a sufficient number of calibration points for the infant’s eye-tracking. After placing the parent’s 
head gear the experimenter asked the parent to look at one of the objects on the table in various 
locations. This procedure was repeated 15 times in order to obtain at a sufficient number of 
calibration points for the parent’s eye-tracker. Parents were instructed to play with their child 
with 3 toys at a time as they would normally do at home and asked if they named the object to 
use the objects’ labels provided. Parent-infant dyads played in four 1.5-minutes-long trials, using 
two different sets of 3 toys in an alternating fashion across the 4 trials. The duration of the trials 
was chosen so that infants remained engaged in play with limited off-task behavior during the 
entire experiment. This duration is also consistent with previous research (Yu & Smith, 2013; Yu 
& Smith, 2016; Yu & Smith, 2017). 
Coding and Definitions 
The quality of the eye tracking videos (with eye images superimposed) for each infant 
and parent was checked (using centered hand actions on an object as described above) to ensure 
the quality of calibration throughout the session, at the end as well as at the beginning of the 




seconds (four trials with 1.5 minutes per trial) of interaction, yielding potentially 10,800 data 
points per measure for each participant. Of this total possible, the number of analyzed frames –
frames in which infant gaze was directed to one of the regions of interest—were 7,816 (SD = 
1,893) and for parents, it was 8,697 (SD= 1,970). The “missing” frames include eye-blinks and 
periods when the infant was off-task (e.g. looking around the room rather than at the objects or 
parent).    
Looks. The main data for analyses were eye gaze data directed to four regions of interest 
(ROIs): the three objects in play at any time and the partner’s face. ROI coding was done by 
highly trained human coders who continuously code these variables for multiple experiments 
without knowledge of or regard to the hypotheses under test.  The ROI coding for this 
experiment was done as part of that workflow. Each ROI was strictly defined in terms of the in-
view pixels belonging to the object. The coders annotated gaze direction –frame by frame – 
judging whether the cross hairs fell on the pixels of the ROI. Thus, an unbroken look to an object 
might have multiple fixations on the object as long as all gaze fell within the ROI. Reliability 
was computed between the coding of two independent coders on eleven dyads that were 
randomly selected. Coders coded 25% of each dyad’s frames making judgments on 2,790 frames 
per dyad on average. The inter-coder reliability of eye-gaze coding performed by these highly 
trained coders ranged from 82% to 95% assessed by Cohen’s kappa of 0.75 (ranging from 0.57 
to 0.91). This level of reliability is consistent with the reliability reported by previous published 
research (see Yu & Smith, 2016; Yu & Smith, 2017).  
The main dependent variable is the duration of infant unbroken looks within an ROI. 
Infants may generate multiple fixations on the same object which is counted here as one 




ROI needs to be longer than 500 milliseconds (msec) for that infant’s continuous gaze to be 
counted as a look. We did this because our interest is in sustained attention and because the 
dynamics of infant looking behavior are much slower than adults such that meaningful looks are 
at least this long (Yu & Smith, 2013; Yu & Smith, 2017). This approach allowed us to measure 
the parent behaviors that overlapped with unbroken and meaningful infant looks that were longer 
than this minimal duration. In order to ensure that this imposed floor on infant unbroken looks 
did not determine the results, we repeated the analyses using all infant unbroken looks, including 
those as brief as one frame (33 msec). The patterns of results and conclusions remained the same.  
The main context of interest to examine infant looks is whether an infant look did or did 
not include joint attention with the parent, or moments in which the infant and parent looked at 
the same object. We defined a Coordinated Joint Attention objectively in terms of parent looks to 
an object that temporally overlapped with unbroken infant look to that same object. We counted 
all cases in which a parent look to the object (regardless of the duration and thus in principle as 
brief as a single frame or 33.3msec) overlapped with an infant look to that same object (defined 
as lasting at least 500msec). In this way, we divided all infant looks into two categories – those 
that overlapped with a parent look to the same object or those that did not. We took this approach 
so as to cleanly capture all looks by the infant of which the parent might be aware of the child’s 
interest and thus behave in some way that encouraged that interest. Adults (unlike infants, Yu & 
Smith, 2013; Yu & Smith, 2017) rapidly shift gaze and can pick up and process useable 
information in very brief glances (Carpenter, 1988; Land & Hayhoe, 2001; Land, Mennie & 




Parent hand contact. Parent manual contact with an object was coded frame-by-frame 
from images captured by the overhead camera and the other two third-person cameras. Although 
parent touch was coded in all the frames, the only relevant coded frames for parent touch used 
for the analyses were frames that occurred when the infant looked at the objects. Parent touch 
was counted only when the parent touched the object attended by the infant. We used a custom 
coding program that allowed coders to access three views simultaneously to determine which 
object was manually handled frame by frame. In practice, coders most often relied on the 
overhead camera, but in cases of uncertainty could consult the other two views. Coders made 
frame-by-frame yes/no decisions that a parent hand was in contact with an object. A second 
coder also independently coded a randomly selected 25% of the frames of five parents and 
obtained inter-coder reliability assessed by Cohen’s kappa of 0.90 (ranged from 0.76 to 0.96).  
Parent talk. Parent speech was objectively coded at the utterance level, starting a new 
utterance after 400 milliseconds of silence (Suanda, Smith & Yu, 2016; Pereira, Smith & Yu, 
2014; Yu & Smith, 2012). We included as speech, all sounds (words and word-like sounds) that 
included a vowel. This criteria excludes sounds such as coughs, raspberries or sighs and does not 
consider the content of the talk, treating naming (“it looks like a helicopter”), pointing out 
attributes ( “that can spin”) and general comments (“cool”  or “that’s fun”) as all the same. Our 
assumption was that if parent talk had an effect on the duration of infant attention, it would be 
discernible from this coarse coding and thus our approach would be the right first step prior to a 






The main empirical question concerns different kinds of Coordinated Joint Attention 
experiences based on their multimodal components (parent talk and touch) and their effects on 
infants’ sustained attention to the jointly attended object. To this end, the results consist of three 
parts, with the first two being preliminary to the main question. First, we measure the duration of 
visual attention in infants. Second, we compare infant looks that did or did not include joint 
attention by the parent. By doing so, we replicate Yu & Smith (2016), testing the contribution of 
joint attention –that is parent look to the infant attended object– to the duration of the infant’s 
unbroken visual attention to that object. Third, we turn to the main question, the multimodal 
nature of these joint attention episodes —defining four different categories — based on the 
combinations of parent talk and touching of the jointly attended object and their association with 
different durations of infant look to the object.  
The main dependent variables of interest for all analyses are the durations of infant looks 
under different conditions.  The distribution of infant look durations is extremely skewed (see 
Figure 2) as is true of many human behaviors (Clauset, Shalizi & Newman, 2009; Clerkin, Hart, 
Rehg, Yu & Smith, 2017; Kello, Brown, Ferrer-i-Cancho, Holden, Linkenkaer-Hansen, Rhodes 
& Van Orden, 2010; Piantadosi, 2014).  Accordingly, and as is appropriate for these right 
skewed distributions, we categorized infant looks based on their durations into bins (e.g., brief, 
long and very long as defined below) and counted the number of looks for each participant in 
each bin (normalized as a proportion of all looks by that infant that were in each bin since 
different children had different numbers of looks) using both parametric and nonparametric 
statistics. The main analysis, however, consists of a linear mixed effects model with fixed and 






I. The Distribution of Infant Attention 
Table 1 provides a summary of all infant unbroken looks to an object or parent face 
without regard to parent looks or other behaviors. Infants looked at the objects much more than 
they looked at the parent’s face, a result that has been reported by many other investigators in a 
variety of social contexts for infants this age (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Deak, Krasno, 
Triesch, Lewis & Sepeta, 2014; Franchak, Kretch, Soska & Adolph, 2011; Yoshida & Smith, 
2008; Yu & Smith, 2013).  Figure 2 shows the histogram of the durations of infant unbroken 
looks to the objects, the main dependent measure in subsequent analyses. Infant look durations 
varied from 500 msec (the imposed floor) to nearly 31 sec. Most looks to objects were very brief 
but the tail of the distribution is quite long. By hypothesis, these very long but relatively 
infrequent looks that comprise the tail of the distribution are most relevant to assessing the role 
of parent behavior in sustaining infant attention. Accordingly, for the categorical analyses of 
look durations as a function of parent behavior, we used two main categories of durations: Brief 
looks, less than 3 sec (the threshold for sustained attention used in previous studies, Yu & Smith, 
2016; Ruff & Lawson, 1990), accounted for about 75% of all infants looks and Long looks, 3 sec 
and longer, and typically considered sustained attention, accounted for about 25% of all infant 
looks. Within the Long looks –and included in all Long Look analyses -- we provide additional 
information about what we call Very Long looks. These are looks that are 10 sec and longer. 
They are not common, accounting for just 2% of all infant looks (Figure 2). Whereas all infants 
had at least some Long looks, not all of them had Very Long (10 sec or greater) looks. 
Nonetheless, we include results of Very Long looks because 65% of all infants had at least one 




associated exclusively with joint attention or moments in which the parent also looked at the 
infant-attended object.  
Table 1 































objects 0.78 0.07 0.75 
0.64 – 
0.97 2.40 0.51 2.26 1.60 – 3.82 
Parent 
face 0.22 0.07 0.25 
0.03 – 









Figure 2. Frequency distribution of the duration of infant attention bouts to objects measured in 
seconds. Percentage of brief, long and very long looks present in the distribution are shown. 
 
 II. Coordinated Joint Visual Attention 
Each infant look was classified in one of two mutually exclusive categories–including or 
not including Coordinated Joint Attention with the parent. If during any period of the infant’s 
continuous gaze to the object, the parent also directed gaze to same object (no matter how 
briefly), the entire infant look was categorized as including joint attention, as illustrated in Figure 
3. The durations of parent overlapping looks could be short or long, and the parent look to the 
object could follow the infant’s look (infant-led) or could precede it (parent-led). By these 
definitions, parent and infants jointly attended to objects during play 49% (SE=2%) of the play 
session whereas infants looked at objects without an overlapping parent look 12% (SE=1%) of 
the time.  The remaining times consists of looks shorter than 500 msec, looks elsewhere in the 
room, or to the partner’s face.  Overall, the results show, as has been reported before (Yu & 
Smith, 2013) that parents and infants consistently coordinate their gaze to the same object during 






Figure 3. Definitions for infant’s look without Coordinated Joint Attention and with Coordinated 
Joint Attention (both infant-led and parent-led cases) based on overlap with a parent’s look. Joint 
Attention was defined objectively as the temporal overlap between an infant’s look at an object 
and the parent’s look at the same infant-attended object.  
 
Figure 4A shows the histogram of the durations of the parents’ overlapping looks to the 
same object to which the infant attended. Most parent looks were very brief and overall much 
shorter than infant looks (parent looks were on average 1.28-seconds-long (SD=0.53, 
Median=1.16), infant looks were on average 2.26-seconds-long (SD=0.51, Median=2.26)).  
Figure 5A shows the frequency of parent-led and child-led looks to the same object and the 
relative timing of the onset of parent looks to the infant-attended object. We used very small bin 
sizes incrementing at a tenth of a second in order to show the tight temporal coordination of 
parent-and infant gaze to the same object (see also Yu and Smith, 2013). Parents follow the 
infant’s gaze to the object more often than they lead, but they follow rapidly; the mode gap 
between infant onset and parent onset of gaze to the same object is at the bin between 0 and .10 




before or 1 second after the onset of the infant’s look. This tight coordination in time rules out 
one uninteresting account of why infant looks might be longer when parents also look at the 
same object: longer looks by the infant could have provided more time for an overlapping glance 
by the parent and thus greater likelihood the infant look is counted as including joint attention.  
But this did not happen as parents looked to the object close in time to the start of the infant’s 





Figure 4. Histograms of the duration of parent behaviors (A: parent looks, B: parent utterances, 
C: parent touches) overlapping with infant looks, and descriptive statistics of these distributions. 
Note the Y axes are on different scales reflecting the different properties of parent looks, talk and 





Figure 5. Histogram showing lags in seconds between onset of first parent’s look, utterance, 
touch (shown in A, B and C respectively) and the onset of the infant’s look. The line at zero 
shows all panels are aligned and it represents moments in which the onsets of infant’s look and 
the parent’s behavior occurred simultaneously with lag=0.  Note the Y axes are on different 





Figure 6 compares the durations of infant looks that include coordinated joint parent 
attention to the object to those that do not. As it is evident, the frequency of infant looks with JA 
was greater, 9.88 per min (SE=0.33) than those without with Coordinated JA, 5.88 per min 
(SE=0.35). More critically, the duration of infant’s individual looks were longer with JA than 
without. That is, we observed the same pattern reported by Yu & Smith (2016): the duration of 
infant looks to an object was longer when parents also looked at the object (M=3.03sec, 
SD=0.69, Median=2.95, SE=0.11) than when they did not (M=1.26sec, SD=0.26, Median=1.18, 
SE=0.04), t(39)=17.64, p= 2.2e-16). We also performed a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test because 
whereas the difference scores used in the t-test are normally distributed, the durations of infant 
looks with and without Coordinated JA themselves are not. The Wilcoxon Signed-rank test also 
confirmed that infant looks with Coordinated Joint Attention were longer in duration than infant 
looks without Coordinated Joint Attention, Z=-5.51, p<0.001. Figure 6 suggests that two 
distributions of infant looks –with and without Coordinated JA –differ primarily in the longer tail 
of long looks. Accordingly, we determined the normalized count of each infant’s Long looks 
with Coordinated JA and without Coordinated JA, the previously used threshold for sustained 
attention (Yu & Smith, 2016; Ruff & Lawson, 1990), dividing the count of Long Looks with 
Coordinated JA, for each subject, by that subject’s total number all looks with Coordinated JA 
and likewise, the count of Long Looks without Coordinated JA by total number of looks without 
Coordinated JA. There were more Long looks with JA (Mean proportion=0.37, SD=0.10, 
Median=0.36. SE=0.02) than without JA (Mean proportion=0.05, SD=0.05, Median=0.05, 
SE=0.01), t(39)= 19.01, p=2.2e-16). The Wilcoxon Signed-rank test confirmed this finding, Z=-




parents also shared attention to that object (Mean proportion=0.03, SD=0.03, Median=0.02, SE= 
0.005). The duration of infant looks with Coordinated JA did not differ as a function of who led 
the look to the object (parent-led: 2.91sec, SD=0.94, Median=2.67, SE=0.15; infant-led: M= 
3.05sec, SD=0.70, Median=2.97, SE=0.11; t(39)=1.03, p=0.31, ns. A Wilcoxon Signed-rank test 
confirmed this finding, Z=-1.18, p=0.24, ns. In brief, the main finding is this: There were more 
Long unbroken looks to a single object by infants when their parent also looked to the same 





Figure 6. A. Histograms of duration of infant looks without and with Coordinated JA. B. Three 
different statistics of each distribution illustrated in A are compared: Normalized count defined 
as the mean proportion of each infant’s looks that were Long (>3sec) and Very Long (>10sec) 
given that the infant look did not or did include Joint Attention. We also compared the mean 
duration of the distributions of infant looks without and with JA computed across subjects. Error 





Because infant looks to the object are defined as unbroken looks, with no glances away from 
the object, the infant –when looking at the object– cannot be looking directly at the parent’s face.   
Given this, it is unlikely that the infant during their sustained looks to an object used the parent’s 
look itself as the indicator that the parent was simultaneously attending to the same object. In 
addition, peripheral vision seems an unlikely source of such information as considerable 
evidence indicates that gaze following is very difficult for adults, older children and infants in 
natural contexts with freely moving heads and objects; indeed, success in following gaze —for 
adults, children and infants — is quite poor in any context in which there are not just two choice 
objects widely separated in space on opposites sides of the midline of the person directing gaze 
(Corkum & Moore, 1998; Doherty, Anderson & Howieson, 2009; Farroni, Johnson, Brockbank 
& Simion, 2000; Langton, Watt & Bruce, 2000; Loomis, Kelly, Pusch, Bailenson & Beall,2008 ; 
Vida & Maurer, 2012a-2012c).		In principle, it is also possible that infants looked at the parent’s 
face just prior to looking at the object themselves and registered a prior look to the object by the 
parent. This also does not seem likely since parents follow infants’ looks to an object more than 
they lead (Figure 5A). Although we cannot definitively rule out that infants had some direct 
knowledge that their parent looked at the object by directly perceiving the parent’s look while 
the infant was looking at the object, it seems more likely that other parent behaviors that overlap 
with infant and parent looking at the object may be the behaviors that influenced the infant’s 
continued visual interest in the object and signaled parent’s engagement with the object.   
III. Multimodal Parent Behaviors 
Given that an infant is looking at an object and the parent also looks to that object, what 




how we identified other potentially relevant combinations of parent behaviors —talk and touch 
of the infant-attended object— for consideration. These additional behaviors were located as 
potential influences if they overlapped with an infant’s look that was part of a joint attention 
episode. The additional parent behavior could be long, or short in duration and could or could not 
overlap in time with the parent look that defined the infant’s look to the object as including joint 
attention. The additional parent behavior also could precede or follow the parent look to the 
infant attended object. That is, , the only —and objective —criterion for considering the 
additional parent behavior’s effect on infant looking was that the parent behavior overlapped in 
time with the infant’s look to the jointly attended object.  In this way, we know the parent was 
attentive to the object of infant interest (not some other object) and thus that these additional 
behaviors likely reflected that interest.   
	
Figure 7. Definitions for infant looks that included Joint Attention and different combinations of 
parent behaviors. Overlap with a parent behavior (touch or talk) was defined objectively as the 
temporal overlap between an infant look to an object and the parent behavior. The possible 




JA categories, as they all have an overlap between the infant look and the parent look to the 
infant-attended object. 
 
Figure 8A shows the proportion of all infant looks with JA that overlapped in time, as 
described, with the four possible combinations of the additional parent behaviors and, as 
expected, it indicates that there was much more going on than just parent and infant looking the 
same object. When the infant was looking at an object, and the parent also looked at the object, 
parents added at least one additional behavior — talk or touch— as an indicator of their interest, 
over 87% of all JA episodes. This fact indicates that joint attention typically occurred with more 
multimodal parent engagement with the object. Infant look durations for these four categories of 
infant looks with JA along with infant looks without JA are the data submitted to the main 
analyses.  Accordingly, Figure 8B shows the mean proportions of the count of all infant looks 
(with and without JA) that were of each of the four JA categories or were without JA. Figures 4B 
and 4C show the histogram of the durations of parent talk and hand contact with to the infant- 
and parent-attended object. Both distributions are again extremely skewed with most events 
being quite brief, but talk is overall much briefer and consistent in its timing whereas some 
touches can be quite long and are more variable (note 80th percentile of utterance duration is 
much smaller than the 80th percentile of touch duration). Figures 5B and 5C show the timing of 
parent talk and touches relative to the onset of the infant look.  As is the case for parent looks 
(Figure 5A), parent talk and parent touches are all centered on the onset of the infant look to the 
object and because of the tight coupling of parent look onset to infant look onset, they are also 
centered on the onset of the parent look.  Figures 5B and 5C show the proportion of events that 




respectively. These results show the onset of parent touch is less coupled in time with the onset 
of the infant’s look as compared to the onset of parent look and talk. More than two thirds of the 
data are within -1 and 1 seconds for both parent look and parent talk but not for parent touch. 
The key question is the potential influence of these multimodal parent behaviors on the duration 





Figure 8. A. Proportion of all infant looks with JA that were classified as each of the four 
categories of JA: JA with no additional parent behaviors, JA with parent touch, JA with parent 
talk, and JA with parent touch and talk. B. Mean proportion of all infant looks (with and without 
JA) that were classified as each of the five categories entered into the main analyses.  The error 
bars in this graph represent standard errors around each of the means.   
 
The observed often tight temporal coordination of parent looks, talk and touch of the 
infant-attended object emphasizes the complexity of naturalistic free-flowing parent behavior 
and the difficulties in singling out the role played by any individual component of parent 
behavior.  Accordingly, the approach we took is to define four categories of parent behavior 
during infant attention to an object, given that the parent had also looked to that object (also 
shown in Figure 7): (1) the parent looked at the infant attended object but did not talk or touch;  
(2) the parent looked and also touched the infant attended object, (3) the parent looked at the 
infant-attended object and also talked, and (4) those in which parents looked at the infant-
attended object, talked and touched it. We compare the durations of infant looks in these four 
categories with a baseline of the duration of infant looks when parent did not also look at the 
object, yielding 5 categories in the analysis. Because durations are not normally distributed but 
skewed, we submitted the logs of the durations of the infant looks to a linear mixed-effects 
models (code online @ https://github.com/csuarezr26/MultimodalJA_andSA2018) using the 
lme4 package version 1.1.12 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker & Walker, 2015), and the lsmeans 
package version 2.27.2 (Lenth, 2016) in the R environment (version 3.3.2) (R Development Core 
Team, 2016). The model predicted the log(duration) of individual episodes of infant attention 




for individual infants -which controls for infants having different durations of attention bouts- 
and for the specific object attended to by the infant –which controls for different objects having 
different durations of attention bouts- (i.e., random intercept model, Pinheiro & Bates, 2000; for 
an application, see Oberauer & Kliegl, 2006). Finally, the package used restricted maximum 
likelihood specifying an unstructured covariance matrix. We used this linear mixed model 
because it allowed us to ask how the specific combinations of parent behaviors may differentially 
predict the duration of attention bouts while accounting for the fact that duration of infant looks 
are not independent of each other and could vary across infants. 
Figure 9A illustrates the results, showing the predicted mean duration and 95% 
confidence interval of infant looks in the 5 categories specified in the model.  First, the durations 
of infant looks given that a parent looked at an object, the four JA categories, were each 
significantly longer than infant looks to an object without a parent look to that same object. JA 
episodes that included both parent talk and touch coincided with the longest looks by the infant 
to the object. Table 2 shows the estimated difference, SE and p-values with respect baseline 
category for each of the four categories of JA. The model’s intercept, in logarithmic scale, was -
0.14, which corresponds to an estimated mean duration of 0.87 seconds (as the natural 
exponential of -0.14 is 0.87, exp(-0.14)=0.87) for the duration of the baseline category (infant 
looks without JA). The estimated differences shown in Table 2 are in logarithmic scale and they 
represent the difference between the predicted mean log(durations) of each of the categories and 
the mean log(duration) of baseline (0.87 seconds, also shown in Figure 9A). The values in Table 
2 can be converted, by computing their natural exponential, to represent also the increase in 
mean duration from baseline, for each category, as a factor of the duration of the baseline 




JA and no additional behaviors) is 1.46 times the duration of the baseline category (as exp(0.38), 
the natural exponential of 0.38, is 1.46). The estimated mean duration of category 4 (infant looks 
with JA, touch and talk) was 3.19 times the duration of the baseline category (exp(1.16)=3.19)).  
	
Figure 9. A. Estimated mean log(duration) of infant looks in the five categories of infant looks 
with 95% confidence intervals around the estimated means. Letters A-D illustrate the contrasts 








Beta Coefficients and Standard Errors of the Linear Mixed Model  
                   Contrast Estimated difference SE p-value 
2: with JA no additional behaviors 1: without JA 0.38 0.05 <.0001 
3: with JA and touch 1: without JA 0.49 0.05 <.0001 
4: with JA and talk 1: without JA 0.84 0.05 <.0001 
5: with JA, touch and talk 1: without JA 1.16 0.04 <.0001 
 
 
As is evident, parent talk had a much greater effect on the duration of infant looks to the 
object than did touch. Pairwise contrasts (Figure 9B) show: (A) Infant look durations with JA 
that included parent talk were longer than infant look durations with JA with no additional parent 
behaviors; (B) Infant looks with JA that included only parent talk were longer than those with JA 
than included only parent touch of the object; (C) Infant look durations overlapping with JA and 
parent hand contact were not reliably longer than those that included no additional measured 
parent behaviors; (D) However, JA episodes that included both parent talk and parent hand 
contact with the objects were associated with longer infant looks to the object compared to JA 
episodes including parent talk alone, indicating that the additional behavior of touching the 
attended object does add to the strength of parent interest expressed by talk.  The fit of the 
overall model decreases if the single fixed factor (the five categories based on parent behavior) is 




the model to a linear mixed effect model that included random slopes for infants’ effect of 
category of look on log(duration) of looks in order to test if the more complicated model, with 
random slopes, provided a better fit. The results suggests this was not the case as both models 
provided a similar fit for the data (χ2(14) = 18.48, p=0.18).  
One open question raised by the results in Figure 9A is the role of parent looks to the 
objects —either with or without the additional behaviors.  Because infants’ rarely look directly to 
the parent face during the session and do not do so during the measured dependent variable of 
continuous gaze directed to an object, it seems unlikely that parent looks in and of themselves 
directly influence the duration of the infant look to the object. However, the results show that a 
parent look to the object is a critical component of multimodal parent behavior.  
First, parent talk without an overlapping parent look was not associated with more 
enduring infant looks to the attended object. Infant looks that overlapped with talk but did not 
include joint attention (or an overlapping parent look to the same infant-attended object) were 
much shorter (M= 1.41 sec, SD=0.34, Median=1.34, SE=0.05) than infant looks that included 
talk and also joint attention (M=3.48 sec, SD=0.90, Median=3.28, SE=0.14), t(38)=15.46, 
p<0.001. A Wilcoxon Signed-rank test confirmed that infant looks with joint attention and with 
talk were longer in duration than infant looks without joint attention and with talk, Z=-5.44, 
p<0.001. Second, parent touches without an overlapping parent look as well, were not associated 
with longer lasting infant looks to the objects. Infant looks that overlapped with touch but did not 
include joint attention were significantly shorter (M= 1.30 sec, SD=0.39, Median=1.18, 
SE=0.06) than infant looks that overlapped with touch and also with joint attention (M=3.39 sec, 
SD=0.78, Median=3.29, SE=0.12), t(39)=17.05, p<0.001. A Wilcoxon Signed-rank test 




coordinated parent look to the infant-attended object have more limited influences on infant’s 
attention compared with multimodal parent behaviors that also include parent looks.  
One limitation on these conclusions is the rarity of talking or touching by a parent when 
the parent is not also visually attending to the object attended to by the infant. Infant looks that 
overlapped with talk but not with a parent look occurred on average 3.07 times per minute of 
eye-tracking data (SD=1.46, SE=0.23) while infant looks that overlapped talk with JA occurred 
on average 9.37 times per minute of eye-tracking data (SD=2.30, SE=0.37). Infant looks that 
overlapped with touch but not with a parent look occurred on average 0.84 times per minute of 
eye-tracking data (SD=0.73, SE=0.12) while infant looks that overlapped with touch with JA 
occurred on average 8.37 times per minute of eye-tracking data (SD=2.15, SE=0.34). This is not 
surprising; human behavior is a coordinated multimodal event in which we look at what we 
handle (Yu & Smith, 2013) and look at the referents of our talk (Henderson & Ferreira, 2004; 
Griffin & Bock, 2000).  
However, parents sometimes looked at the attended object without also touching it or 
talking and these moments also were associated with longer infant looks to the object than when 
parents did not also look at the object (Table 2). If infants cannot directly perceive parent’s eye 
gaze in this circumstance, then parents must be showing their interest through other unmeasured 
behaviors, perhaps leaning forward or hands close to but not touching the object, or perhaps even 
a stillness of body so as not to disrupt (and/or redirect) the infant’s attention. This is a question 
for future research.   
In summary, the main finding appears to be this:  During joint parent-infant interaction 
with objects, parents often look at the objects to which their infants are visually attending and 




that object. All of these behaviors appear to increase the duration of the infant’s attention to the 
object. The most potent combination —which also happened most often in free-flowing 
interaction— is a multimodal behavior that includes the parent’s look, talk and touch and 
increases the duration of infant look to the object by about 1.5 sec (on average) as to when the 
parent displays no interest at all. This may seem a relatively small increase; however, as 
proposed by Yu and Smith (2016) and as we consider in the General Discussion, these small 
increases —repeated over and over within a single play session and across the days and weeks of 




The results show that infant sustained attention is more likely and more enduring when 
parents also visually attend and express interest through talking or handling the object attended 
to by the infant, providing converging evidence for a role of social context in infant sustained 
attention (Yu & Smith, 2016). The new contributions are that in addition to parent look, 
multimodal behaviors are embedded within these joint attention moments and that both parent 
hand actions and parent talk within the context of shared attention to an object sustain infant 
visual attention to the jointly attended object. The findings have implications for current 
understanding of the relation between joint attention and sustained attention, and, most critically, 
for experiential factors in the development of sustained attention.    
Joint Attention and Sustained Attention 
Joint attention and sustained attention have been studied separately but not together. Joint 
attention has been traditionally examined in social contexts, with parent gaze understood as a 




1992; Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005); infant sustained attention has been considered as an individual 
achievement in early development (Colombo, 2001; Pérez-Edgar, McDermott, Korelitz, Degnan, 
Curby, Pine & Fox, 2010; Posner & Rothbart, 2000; Ruff, 1990). But parent-infant joint 
attention involves more than gaze behavior and contains the infant’s own visual attention to the 
object. Parents do not just look to objects when they share attention with their infant; they 
express their interest in multimodal behaviors, which have direct effects on infant visual 
attention. Thus, joint attention may be best conceptualized not as shared visual attention to an 
object but as a proxy of a suite of multimodal temporally coordinated parent and infant 
behaviors. The present results clearly show the fine-grained temporal coordination of the onsets 
of parent multimodal behaviors directed to an object –gaze, talk, touch– and the onset of infant 
visual attention. The lag between the onset of any of the three types of parent behavior and the 
onset of infant looking fell at near zero in all cases (shown in Figure 5). This tight temporal 
entrainment of infant looking and multimodal parent behaviors marks joint attention episodes as 
a potentially powerful context for multiple aspects of human development, including the self-
regulation of attention. One implication is that the strong predictive relations between joint 
attention and other developments such as word learning (Mundy, Block, Delgado, Pomares, Van 
Hecke & Parlade, 2007; Tomasello & Farrar, 1986;) may emerge not exclusively through shared 
gaze but through the other parent behaviors that are part of naturally occurring episodes of 
parent-infant joint attention. This idea is further supported by a recent study (Yu, Suanda, & 
Smith, in press), showing that infant sustained attention but not joint attention in toy play is 
predictive of later language outcome.  
The multimodal nature of joint attention as evidenced by the parents in this study may 




rarely look to the faces of their partners (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Deak, Krasno, Triesch, 
Lewis & Sepeta, 2014; Franchak, Kretch, Soska & Adolph, 2011; Yoshida & Smith, 2008; Yu & 
Smith, 2013).    The operational definition of joint attention used in the present study differs 
from the definition of “joint attention” used in many discrete trial experimental studies. (e.g, 
Baron-Cohen & Cross, 1992; Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005; Mundy, Block, Delgado, Pomares, Van 
Hecke & Parlade, 2007). In those studies, researchers often sought evidence that the child was 
aware of the mature partner’s direction of attention, requiring infant looks to the partner’s face 
for coordinated visual attention to the same object to count as joint attention. Here, we used a 
simpler and more objective measure, the degree to which parent and child directed gaze to the 
same object at the same time, a measure we believe is more fitting for naturalistic object play 
(Yu & Smith, 2013; Yu & Smith, 2017).  However, just because the infant does not look at the 
parent face does not mean that the child is unaware of the parent’s direction of attention.  Hands, 
talk, as well as other yet unmeasured behaviors are likely well-read cues by infants about their 
parent’s current state of interest. The close temporal coordination of parent looks, talk, and touch 
have been noted by other researchers as a powerful combination that makes parents referential 
intentions transparent (Trueswell, Lin, Armstrong, Cartmill, Goldin-Meadow & Gleitman, 2016) 
and indicates timely and coordinated responsivity on the parents part to infant interests (Van 
Egeren, Barratt & Roach, 2001). Thus, instead of focusing solely on parent gaze and child gaze 
in joint attention, the present study suggests a broader context to examine joint attention 
embedded in the multimodal parent behaviors that take place in naturalistic social interactions.  
Moreover, the results also suggest the value of a more unified study of joint attention, 
infant sustained attention, and parental responsiveness. First, if episodes of joint attention are the 




scaffolding requires rapid responses from parents to the infant’s attentional state in fractions of 
seconds, then the complete explanation of the development of sustained attention –and individual 
differences in that development– will depend on understanding how all of these components 
interact and how they vary across dyads. Second, numerous studies directed to these components 
–joint attention, infant sustained attention, parent responsiveness– show they each predict later 
outcomes. The present results raise the possibility that joint attention and parental responsiveness 
are predictive because they support the development of sustained attention and the self-
regulation of attention that is essential to learning in all domains. This hypothesis can be correct 
only if parent behaviors have their effects on infant attention through processes related to the 
development of the self-regulation of attention.  
A Training Ground for the Self-Regulation of Attention? 
 The importance of parent behavior in supporting infant attention to an object certainly 
lies in the in-the-moment effects that this behavior may have on the duration of the infant’s 
attention and thus on infant learning in the moment. A recent study showed that infants engage in 
sustained attention more in the context of parent-infant joint play and less during contexts in 
which the infant plays with objects alone (Wass, Clackson, Georgieva, Brightman, Nutbrown & 
Leong, 2018a). The accumulating evidence points to the implication that mature social partners 
may support in-the-moment visual learning of the attended object –documented by studies that 
examine infant sustained attention alone (e.g., Ruff, 1986)—through their effect on the infant’s 
visual attention. However, the more intriguing possibility is that these day-in day-out small 
effects of parent behavior on sustained attention to an object may serve as the experiential 
training ground for longer term effects. How might such a mechanism work? There are multiple 




interest, and the infant’s awareness of that interest may be a factor that keeps the infant attending 
to the object. It also possible that parent expressed interest may be rewarding to the infant, 
engaging reward mechanisms that have been shown in adults to support persistence in following 
goals and avoiding (Insel, 2003; Montague, Hyman & Cohen, 2004). Words are well known 
drivers on visual attention in infants as well as older children (Carvalho, Vales, Fausey & Smith, 
2018; Fernald, Thorpe & Marchman, 2010; Johnson, McQueen & Huettig, 2011; Landau, Smith 
& Jones, 1992; Vales & Smith, 2015;), and the most powerful parent behavior observed in the 
present study. Finally, the dynamic coordination of parent and infant behavior in real time may 
operate in real time more like a dyad dancing together to socially entrain (and thus train) internal 
attentional control mechanisms (Marsh, Richardson & Schmidt, 2009; Takahashi, Narayanan & 
Ghazanfar, 2013). There is some evidence consistent with the proposal that increased exogenous 
(externally driven) attentional capture that is likely created by the parent is responsible for the 
increase in infant’s sustained attention appearing in contexts of joint play (Wass et al., 2018a; 
Wass, Noreika, Georgieva, Clackson, Brightman, Nutbrown, Covarrubias & Leong, 2018b). The 
distinction between top-down versus bottom-up processes as well as between endogenous versus 
exogenous drivers of attention during joint play with a social partner are key issues for future 
research.  
In sum, the present findings strongly implicate that multimodal parent behaviors during 
joint attention may –in one way or another– influence sustained attention in real time, with the 
potential to influence the internal mechanisms that underlie the development of the self-
regulation of attention. The effects of any single joint attention bout may be quite small with the 
infants’ gaze to the object extended only slightly (Yu and Smith, 2016). Nonetheless, the 




small socially guided extensions of infant visual attention may occur multiple times a day, day-in 
and day-out in the social lives of infants. The next chapter of this dissertation examines the 
relation between these moment-to-moment effect and more long-term effects, testing the 
possibility that Coordinated Joint Attention supports the development of infant’s own attentional 























The self-regulation of attention is a key developmental achievement that supports success 
in school and in social interactions. One early marker of self-regulated attention in late infancy is 
the ability to sustain attention on one toy when playing with multiple available toys (Ruff, 1990; 
Ruff & Lawson, 1990). Within this context of self-generated play, one-year-old infants rarely 
sustain visual attention to an object whereas two year old children are much more likely to 
punctuate rapid shifts of gaze among available toys with periods of sustained visual attention to 
an individual toy. Because early individual differences in sustained attention in toy play predict 
later individual differences in assessments of self control in older children, sustained attention 
during toy play and self-controlled attention in childhood are believed to reflect the same 
underlying system of endogenous attentional control (Ruff, 1990; Ruff & Lawson, 1990; Ruff, 
Lawson, Parrinello & Weissberg, 1990). Several recent studies have shown that although one-
year old infants are not likely to sustain attention on a single object when playing alone, they are 
much more likely to do so when playing in the company of a parent.  Parents through their 
behaviors –looking at, talking about  touching the infant-attended object (Chapter 3) – appear to 
actively encourage their infants to stay engaged with a single object for several seconds longer 
than they would on their own (Yu & Smith, 2016).   
What is the role of these early parent-supported moments of sustained attention in the 
development of self-controlled sustained attention? Socially scaffolded sustained attention could 
be a critical part of the developmental pathway to self-regulation (Chapter 3 and Yu & Smith, 




showing that effective parent-scaffolding of long looks to an object at 16 months predicts the 
sustained attention of infants when playing alone at 24 months. We show further that the 
frequency of infant sustained at 16 months without strong support from parent behaviors does 
not predict self-generated sustained attention at 24 months. 
Figure 1 illustrates the experimental approach. At 16 months, we measured the duration 
of infants’ individual looks to an object (see Figure 1) when parents scaffolded individual looks 
with three overlapping behaviors, looking at, talking about, and touching the object. We defined 
Scaffolded looks as requiring all three overlapping parent behaviors because prior work showed 
that when parents jointly attended to an infant-attended object they usually also talked about and 
touched the object, and that individual infant looks that overlapped with all three parent 
behaviors (looking, talking, touching) were markedly longer than when parents were less 
engaged. At 24 months, the children were given a set of toys to explore on their own and the 





Figure 1. Visit 1 at 16-months consisted of parent-infant play, while visit 2 at 24-months 
consisted of object exploration by the child alone. Measures of child eye-gaze were collected 
during both visits and infant looks were defined as unbroken gaze to a single object. Infant looks 
at 16 months were classified as Scaffolded Looks or Non-Scaffolded looks based on the temporal 







 The participants were 28 children (12 females) and their parents, who were also 
contributing data to a larger longitudinal project. For ease, we will call the children infants at the 
16 month visit and children at the 24 month visit. At the 16-months visit, the infants were on 
average 16.46 months (SD=1.49). The age selected for the second visit was 24-months, an age at 
which self-directed and sustained object exploration appears in some children (Ruff & Lawson, 
1990). At the 24-months visit, children were on average 24.48 months (SD=0.66). All 28 
children contributed data during both visits. Seven other infants were recruited but did not 
contribute data because they refused to wear the head-mounted device or other technical failure. 
The entire sample of children was broadly representative of Monroe County, Indiana (84% 
European American, 5% African American, 5% Asian American, 2% Latino, 4% Other) 
consisting of predominantly working- and middle-class families. This research project was 
approved by the Institutional Review Board at Indiana University (protocol number 
0808000094) and titled “Multimodal word learning”. Participating children were given a small 
toy as compensation.  
Stimuli 
 Twelve novel objects (on average, about 9.50 cm x 6.5 cm x 5.0 cm), each with a unique 
shape and color, were designed for object play at the 16-months visit. All objects in the pool 
were piloted and tested to be visually and manipulatively engaging. Each infant only played with 
6 objects that were selected from the pool of objects to not overlap with any previous objects 
used in the longitudinal study. Infants played with the six objects in 2 sets of three, and in each 
set one object was painted blue, one red and one green. The stimuli for the 24-month visit 




included a cup, an apple, a dog and a chair. These objects were on average 6.5 cm x 6.25 cm x 
5.12 cm.      
Experimental Room 
 At the 16-months visit, the parent and infant sat at a small table (dimensions 61 cm x 91 
cm x 64 cm) facing each other. The center of the tabletop was approximately 46 cm away from 
the infant’s eyes and the parent’s eyes. The infant sat on a chair and the parent sat on the floor. 
Participating parents reported this posture to be natural and comfortable. Both participants wore 
head-mounted eye trackers (Positive Science LLC, http://www.positivescience.com; also see 
Franchak & Adolph, 2010) during the play session. The eye-tracking system attached to the 
infant’s head through Velcro sewed into a hat and thus remained stable throughout the 
experiment. The eye-tracking systems for both the infant and parent included an infrared camera 
that recorded eye images –mounted on the head and pointed to the right eye of the participant– 
and a scene camera that captured the events from the participant’s egocentric perspective. The 
scene camera’s visual field was 108 degrees, capturing a broad view although less than the full 
visual field. Each eye tracking system recorded both the egocentric-view video and eye-in-head 
position (x and y) in the captured scene at a sampling rate of 30 Hz. In order to allow for 
automatic detection of the objects on the table, everything in the room –other than the objects 
and the hands and faces of the participants- was white. This environment elicited natural play 
centered around the objects on the table by the participating dyads. Three additional cameras 
recorded the interaction from third-person views.  
 At the 24-months visit, the child sat in front of the parent at a table (dimensions 151 cm x 
76 cm x 66 cm) facing an experimenter. This position encouraged children to explore the objects 




sitting in front was approximately 75 cm from the center of the table and the child was 63 cm. In 
order to encourage children’s independent play and to limit testing time (as this test was included 
during a testing session for the larger longitudinal study), the child did not wear a head-mounted 
eye-tracker. Instead, a camera was directed at the center of the child’s face and gaze direction 
was coded frame-by-frame from this recording, a reliable procedure widely used in many studies 
(Miller et al., 2009). Two additional videorecorders also recorded the play – an overhead birds-
eye view of the whole event, and a side-view of the interaction.  
Procedure  
 Upon entering the experimental room at the 16-months visit, a second experimenter and 
the parent showed a highly interactive pop-up toy to the infant as the first experimenter placed 
the head gear on the infant. Infants were previously desensitized to light touches to the head by 
the first experimenter. The infant’s eye-tracker placement occurred in one movement while the 
infant held the interactive toy with both hands, and the scene camera was adjusted to ensure that 
the toy being manipulated by the infant was in the center of the scene camera. Fifteen calibration 
points for the infant’s eye-tracker were obtained by directing the infant’s eyes toward an 
attractive toy and a laser pointer on the table. After placing the parent’s head gear, the 
experimenter asked the parent to look at the laser pointing on the table in various locations to 
obtain fifteen calibration points for the parent’s eye-tracker. During this visit, parents were 
instructed to play with their infant with 3 toys at a time as they would naturally do at home. 
Parent-infant dyads played in four 1.5-minutes-long trials, using two different sets of 3 toys in an 
alternating fashion across the 4 trials. The duration of the trials was chosen so that infants 





 The procedure at the 24-months visit consisted of an object exploration period in which 
children were given the toys to freely explore without any specific instructions. The 
experimenter sitting in front of the child limited her interactions to giving the entire set of toys to 
the child at the beginning of the exploration period. Parents were instructed not to engage with 
the objects or child. The exploration period began when the experimenter put the toys on the 
table and ended when the child showed no more interest in the toys on the table. Thus, the 
exploration period was controlled by the child.  
Coding and Defined Measures 
 Child Gaze. 
 16 month visit. For each frame, the eye-tracker system generated an image with a 
crosshair superimposed indicating gaze at that moment. Coders used these images to determine 
when gaze fell in each of four regions of interest (ROIs): the three objects in play at any time and 
the partner’s face. Each ROI was strictly defined in terms of the in-view pixels belonging to the 
target. The coders coded gaze –frame by frame. ROI coding was done by highly trained human 
coders who were naïve with respect to the research questions and who have coded these 
variables for multiple experiments and projects using the same dual-eye-tracking paradigm. 
Inter-coder reliability was high and estimated to be the same as the reliability reported by 
previous published research using the same coding protocols (see Yu & Smith, 2012; 2013; 
2017a; 2017b). 
 24 month visit.  Children’s gaze, captured by a camera directed at the children’s face was 
also coded frame by frame using Datavyu. The possible ROIs were the four objects on the table, 




independent second coder code 6 exploration periods. Both codings were compared yielding a 
mean Kappa score of 0.77 (SD=0.06, MIN=0.67, MAX=0.84), a scored considered to be high 
reliability.  
 Looks were defined as an unbroken stream of frames in which gaze was judged to fall on 
the same object. Duration was measured in terms of the time from the onset to the offset of this 
unbroken stream. In order to define episodes when parent behavior overlapped with infant 
unbroken looks to an object, we imposed a floor of 500 msec on the shortest infant look 
analyzed. In this way, the infant coded looks lasted long enough for overlapping parent behavior 
to occur.  For the 24 month olds, who played alone with objects, we imposed no floor. For both 
16- and 24-month olds, the principle measures concern Long looks that lasted 3 seconds or 
more. This threshold was defined in terms of the extremely skewed distribution of looking 
durations observed in the present data and is consistent with the 3-sec thresholds used for 
sustained attention in the literature (Ruff & Lawson, 1990; Wass et al., 2018a; Yu & Smith, 
2016).  
 Parent behaviors- 16-months visit 
 Looks. Parent looks were defined as an unbroken stream of frames where parent gaze 
was judged to fall on the same object.  
 Talk. The speech generated by parents during the toy play at the 16-months visit was 
fully transcribed and divided into utterances. Each utterance was defined as a string of speech 
that contained vowel sounds and occurred between two periods of silence lasting at least 400 
milliseconds (Suanda, Smith & Yu, 2016; Pereira, Smith & Yu, 2014; Yu & Smith, 2012). The 




produced by the parent. Parents’ talk included labelling utterances –such as “it’s a big tower”– 
but also utterances that are filler sounds such as “yeah” or “uh oh.” Parent talk was categorized 
as being about the object to which parent gaze was directed during the utterance. 
 Hand contact. Parent manual contact with an object at the 16-month visit was coded 
from images captured by the overhead camera and the other two third-person cameras. Coders 
accessed the three views simultaneously although in practice, coders most often relied on the 
overhead camera. Coders made objective frame-by-frame yes/no decisions that a parent hand 
was in contact with an object at that frame and did so for both hands. Inter-coder reliability was 
high and estimated to be the same as the reliability reported by previous published research using 
the same coding protocols (see Yu & Smith, 2012; 2013; 2017a; 2017b). 
 Parent Engagement and Scaffolded Looks. Parent engagement was determined in terms 
of the parent behaviors that overlapped an infant look in time and were directed to that same 
object. A parent behavior that overlapped in time with the infant’s look could begin before or 
after the infant, and it could also be as brief as 33.3 msec , since overlap was defined when a 
parent behavior directed to the infant-attended object overlapped the infant look for at least 1 
frame during the infant’s look. This definition of overlap for parent behaviors is consistent with 
that used in previous research (Chapter 3).   
 Scaffolded looks were defined as infant looks overlapping with High Parent 
Engagement – when the parent a look, talk, and touch of the object overlapped with the infant 
look. Looks with Low Parent Engagement were looks that overlapped with some but not all three 
parent behaviors (e.g., only a parent look, or only a look plus a touch).  Finally, looks with No 




infants’ looks with Low and No-parent engagement were combined into the category of non-
Scaffolded looks.   
Statistical Analyses 
 Traditional linear models were used to examine the effect of parental engagement in 
guiding infant attention at 16-months. Finally, correlational analyses were used to examine the 
relation between individual differences at 16-months in amount of long looks with High Parent 
Engagement and individual differences at 24-months in amount of long looks. All analyses were 





Table 1 provides summary statistics of number, frequency, duration of infant looks at the 
corpus level and at the dyad level with looks partitioned into Short and Long and as to whether 
they overlapped High, Low and No Parent Engagement.  Figure 2 shows the histogram of all 
looks in the corpus as a function of the three categories of Parent Engagement.  Most infant looks 
were very brief (Figure 2) but on average, 20% (SD= 9%) of all infant looks passed the 3 sec 
threshold defining Long Looks. As expected, these Long Looks occurred most frequently in the 
context of High Parent Engagement (0.60 of all long looks calculated at the subject level, SD 
=0.20). The proportion of all looks that were long and co-occurring with High Parent 
Engagement (0.12, SD=0.06) was reliably greater than the proportion of all looks that were Long 
and co-occurring with Low Parent Engagement (0.08, SD=0.06), t(27)=2.26, p=0.03, and were 




parent Engagement (0.00, SD=0.00), t(27)=9.47, p<0.0001.  These results replicate previous 
studies (Chapter 3 as well as Wass et al., 2018a; Yu & Smith, 2016) showing that for infants, 




Figure 2. Frequency distribution of infant look durations at 16 months. Inset shows the durations 
of 19% of the data, corresponding the durations of infant looks that are Long. 
 
Table 1. 
 High Engagement Low Engagement No Engagement 
Corpus    
Total count 818 1789 317 
Count of Long 316 229 4 
Count of Short 502 1560 313 
Prop. Long 316/818= .39 229/1789=.13 4/317=.02 
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As shown in Table 1 and Figure 2, there were marked individual differences in the 
proportions of infant looks that were Long, in the frequency of High Parent Engagement, and in 
the frequency of Long Looks that co-occurred with High Parent Engagement. One possibility is 
that High Parent Engagement in and of itself supports sustained attention. That is, an engaged 
social partner throughout the play session may influence infant motivation and general interest, 
leading to many more long looks throughout the session by the infant (Wass et al., 2018a; 
2018b).  A second possibility is that it is the overlap of High Parent Engagement that extends 
infant looks making them long (Yu & Smith, 2016).  The third possibility is that infant’s own 
tendency to sustain attention (without high parent engagement) is the key predictor of the 
frequency of Long Looks with High Parent Engagement. Figure 3 shows a Venn diagram that 





Figure 3. Number of High Parent Engagement looks, Long looks, and High Parent Engagement 
looks that were long represented in a Venn diagram.  
 
 The evidence at 16 months suggests that it is the overlap of High Parent Engagement 
with an infant look that extends the duration of that look to longer than 3 seconds. The 
correlation between the number of High Parent Engagement events (independent of infant looks) 
and the total number of an infant’s Long Looks  (independent of degree of parent engagement) 
was not reliable (rpearson=0.20, p=0.30; See Figure 4).  Further, the number of Long Looks by 
individual infants with and without High Parent Engagement were not correlated at 16 months, 





Figure 4. Frequency of Long infant looks for individual infants as a function of each infant’s 





Figure 5. Frequency of Long infant looks that were Non-Scaffolded for individual infants as a 




At the 24-month visit, most children visually explored all four objects that were given to 
them (M= 3.93, SD=0.26). The distribution of the children’s look durations to individual objects 
is shown in Figure 6A. Again, most looks were very short, lasting less than 1 second but 19% 
were Long, that is longer than the 3 second threshold for sustained attention (Ruff & Lawson, 
1990; Yu & Smith, 2016; Wass et al., 2018a). Figure 6B shows the count of children with 
different proportions of all looks that were Long looks, ranging across children from a minimum 





Figure 6. A. Frequency distribution of child look durations at 24 months. Inset shows the 
durations of 19% of the data, corresponding the durations of child attention that is Long. B. 





Consistent with the hypothesis that the early social scaffolding of long looks during 
parent-infant play support the development of self-controlled sustained attention, the individual 
differences in self-guided object exploration at 24 months were well predicted by the overlap of 
Social scaffolding (High parent engagement) with Long Looks at 16 months but neither by 
Social scaffolding alone nor by Long looks without parental scaffolding.  For the following 
statistical analyses we used frequencies of the relevant behaviors (Scaffolded and Long, Long 
without scaffolding, Scaffolded regardless whether long) because the interdependencies between 
these measures were not reliable in terms of frequency (but were in terms of proportions).  More 
specifically, the frequency of all looks that were long and co-occurred with High Parent 
Engagement at 16 months and the frequency of all looks to objects that were Long during solo 
play at 24 months were strongly correlated across individuals, rpearson=0.40 p=0.03 (See Figure 
7).  The frequency of Long looks at 16 months that did not overlap with High Parent 
Engagement did not predict the frequency of Long looks during object exploration at 24 months 
(rspearman = 0.01, p = 0.94) nor did the frequency of High Parent Engagement events at 16 months 
(independent of infant looks), rpearson = 0.17, p =0.39.  In sum, the evidence supports a role for 
early socially-guided attention in pathway to the development of the self-regulation of visual 
attention:   (1) 16 month old infants sustain attention to an object only in the context of parent 
support and (2) parents who more effectively provide that support at 16 months have older 
children who are more likely to sustain attention to an object on their own.  Of course the present 






Figure 7. Individual children’s abilities to sustain attention at 24 months as a function of the 




        Young infants show more enduring visual attention to an object when parents encourage 
engagement with an object through their own behaviors. The present study shows that infants 
who experience more of these moments of socially supported infant sustained attention during 
play at 16 months, are those with better self-regulated attention eight months later. If early 
socially guided sustained attention causally supports later developing self-control of visual 




moments of scaffolded attention provide the training ground that supports future attentional 
control.  
First, moments of socially scaffolded attention may exert both exogenous and 
endogenous influences that extend infant attention in-the-moment and over time, provide the 
training ground for the self-control of attention. While Wass et al., (2018a; 2018b) showed that 
moments of scaffolded sustained attention occurred as a product of exogenous attentional capture 
and was associated with less neural activation in the infant brain, attention may result from the 
interaction of combined exogenous and endogenous processes (see evidence in adults presented 
by Ahrens, Veniero, Freund, Harvey, & Thut, 2019), and there is enough evidence to support this 
dual capture of attention in the context of natural parent-infant play. Yu & Smith (2016) showed 
that in the context of natural parent-infant play, overlapping Coordinated JA that extended the 
infant look continued to extend even after the episode of coordinated visual attention terminated, 
suggesting infants engaged internally controlled processes to continue the engagement. 
Moreover, Wass et al., (2018a) shows that individual differences in independent play are 
correlated with individual differences in joint play and thus showing there are endogenous 
drivers of attention across contexts. Finally, Wass et al., (2018a; 2018b) findings that suggest 
exogenous capture come from a research context that was less natural because it was a silent 
interaction. Findings reported in this dissertation Chapter 3 show not only that parent talk occurs 
in 70% of all moments of Coordinated Joint Attention but also that parent talk is the most potent 
driver of infant sustained attention in the context of natural play. Words are powerful drivers of 
endogenous attention because they activate mental representations and thus constitute a parent 
behavior that exerts an endogenous influence on infant attention. Accordingly, day-in day-out 




internal systems of the infant that incrementally discover the means to control attention on their 
own.  
Another possibility is that parent engagement with the infant-attended object activates 
reward systems that regulate infant behavior (Insel, 2003; Montague, Hyman & Cohen, 2004). 
Moments of shared engagement between the parent and the infant, the moments that extend 
infant attention, are rewarding because they allow infants and parents to establish a common 
topic of interaction and they can build a joint action around it. In the absence of joint 
engagement, infants may lose interest in the object, get pulled away from the object by 
distractors and terminate an ongoing look to move to other available objects. The reward 
pathway that could support the future self-control of attention may be analogous to the effect of 
jointly reading on independent reading later on. According to a reading analogy, reading books 
together does not teach children how to map sounds to written symbols but coming together 
around a book sets up the pattern so the behavior is more likely to occur by the child, one who is 
motivated to learn to read by himself. Accordingly, scaffolded sustained attention is rewarding 
in-the-moment and overtime it prepares system to engage with object for longer periods of time 
in future. 
We are social animals and development happens in a social context. Research is needed 
to examine the exact pathways that link social partners to infant development but regardless of 
the pathway, the findings across multiple studies converge to suggest there is a role for social 
partners in nonsocial core developments. Specifically, the existing evidence consistently shows 
there are associations between Coordinated Joint Attention and infant sustained attention, a 
domain in which individual differences signal important near and long-term consequences. The 




for the next steps. Future research is needed to detail pathways and to carry out training studies 
that can make causal inferences between socially scaffolded attention and the infant’s attentional 
control.  
Supplemental Material 
Figure 8 shows the frequency distribution of the latencies between the start of the infant 
look, and the start of the three parent behaviors –first parent look, first parent utterance, first 
parent touch– that overlapped in time with each infant look. All infant looks –both Long and 
Short– that co-occurred with High Parent Engagement contributed data to Figure 8. The latencies 
to a) the first parent look, to b) the first utterance and to c) the first touch from each infant look 
were calculated by subtracting the onset of the infant look a) from the onset of the parent look, b) 
from the onset of the parent utterance and c) from the onset of the first parent touch, respectively. 
As is evident in Figure 8, the latencies between infant look and all three types of parent behavior 
are centered around 0, and 83% of them occurred within ± 2 seconds from/to the onset of the 
infant’s look, suggesting there is a tight and two-way coordination of infant and parent behavior. 
The mean latency between an infant look and parent look was 0.10 sec (SD= 0.41, 
median=0.11), between infant look and parent talk it was 0.07 sec (SD=0.52, median=0.13) and 
between infant look and parent touch it was -1.61 sec (SD=1.29, median=-1.49). These data 
preclude one alternative explanation of why parent behavior extends infant looks, which is that 
the infant attending to an object for a long period arises solely because the long duration provides 
an opportunity for parent behaviors to overlap the infant look. Previous studies (Suarez-Rivera et 
al., 2019; Wass et al., 2018a; Yu & Smith, 2016) also provide evidence against this alternative 






Figure 8. Latencies between infant looks with High Parent Engagement and each of the parent 
behaviors that temporally overlapped the infant’s look (parent look (blue), parent utterance 
(green) and parent touch (red)). Negative latencies indicate that the parent behavior led the 











 This dissertation makes theoretical contributions to the study of joint attention, sustained 
attention and the practice of science. The studies included here not only used state of the art eye-
tracking technology and microanalysis of behavior from moment-to-moment, but they also 
combined cross-sectional as well as longitudinal study designs in both experimental and 
observational research contexts. I presented strong evidence that shows the behavior elicited by 
trial-based gaze-following experiments is not related to a wide range of infant behaviors that 
occurred in the context of free flowing parent-infant play. I hypothesized about the determinants 
of behavior across contexts and suggested that the behavior elicited in trial-based tasks is highly 
dependent on the context and less representative of infant motor, cognitive, social, emotional and 
motivational processes because of the arbitrary decisions that researchers make when they design 
their tasks. The findings in Chapter 2 support the Joint Attention Disconnect hypothesis, which is 
just another iteration of a general problem in science. Researchers often fail to generalize 
findings in the lab to the complexity of the real world and the disconnect cascades into the 
proposal of not valid mechanisms, theories and interventions. I argued in this thesis that 
researchers need to move away from clean and controlled experiments because complexity and 
the interaction of multiple factors is part of what we need to understand in order to study 
development.  
The last two experimental chapters focused on the more naturalistic context of parent-
infant free play to examine the consequences of Coordinated Joint Attention both in real time 




contexts of play, Coordinated Joint Attention is a multimodal achievement in which parents not 
only use their eyes to engage with an infant-attended object. Instead, parents accompany these 
moments of Coordinated JA with other parent behaviors that signal parent interest to the infant 
including parent manual contact with the attended object and parent speech. This finding also 
shows that the phenomenon that occurs in discrete trial-based experiments is not ecologically 
valid as the experimenter that displays cues does not touch the object or talk about it. Moreover, 
the results reported in Chapter 3 showed that Coordinated JA moments in the context of natural 
play are strongly associated with enduring infant attention to an object, a finding that is 
consistent with previous reports (Wass et al., 2018a; Yu & Smith, 2016). The intriguing 
hypothesis is that moments of Coordinated Joint Attention that extend infant attention in the 
moment train the infant’s system to self-control attention. I began to test this hypothesis with the 
study in Chapter 4. I conducted a longitudinal study with two visits one at 16 months and one at 
24 months. The results showed that self-generated sustained attention at 24 months was more 
likely for infants that had a parent that effectively extended attention at 16 months through the 
constant and effective joint engagement with the infant-attended object with eyes, hands and 
talk. Infants who sustained attention without the parent support more and infants who had 
constant engagement with the parent overall, were infants who did not engaged in a lot of self-
generated sustained attention at 24 months. I proposed plausible pathways that can directly link 
socially scaffolding of attention with the future self-control of attention. I discussed the existing 
literature on the internal endogenous vs. exogenous mechanisms that support socially guided 
sustained attention, in light of the research context that generated the findings. I suggested that it 
is possible that infant sustained attention that occurs with a parent during play may be captured 




development of the self-regulation of attention but more work is needed to make causal 
inferences about Coordinate Joint Attention and the drivers of attention. 
The studies presented in the dissertation are connected because together they build a 
pathway from Coordinated JA, to Sustained Attention and to Later Outcomes. This pathway is 
one that could detail the specific ways in which social partners matter for the development of 
infants because previous research has already shown that social partners matter for development 
(Bornstein & Tamis-Lemonda, 1997). There are important real-world applications of this 
pathway. The evidence can inform and change the interventions that are currently being used to 
improve gaze-following in children with ASD (Carlson, Wong, Dung, Wong, Tan & Wykowska, 
2018; Miller, Wyatt, Casey & Smith, 2018). In addition, the research included in this dissertation 
has the potential to inform interventions for parents of typically developing infants. If parents 
extend infant attention in-the-moment, then they may support the development of the child’s own 
control of attention. It is possible that by training parental support of infant attention, children 
may not only gain a better control of attention but better language abilities and self-regulation 
skills. 
The evidence presented on the socially supported sustained attention and the 
development of self-generated attention, is purely correlational and causal inferences cannot be 
made at this point. Another limitation for all studies is that the context of free play used took 
place in the laboratory and it is an open question whether it is representative of all aspects of the 
interactions that take place in the home environment. In the same way, the participants were 
mostly middle-class white families and generalization to the entire population is not certain. 
Finally, the test-retest reliability of measures obtained in the free play context is unknown but 




Future work is needed to examine parent-infant joint engagement in the context of the 
home, in more real-world contexts that could allow researchers to estimate how frequent these 
moments are and whether the proposed pathways that link Coordinated JA to the development of 
self-generated sustained attention may be plausible. In the context of the home, parents have 
competing tasks and daily routines as opposed to the context of play in the lab in which parents 
are only focused on the play session and infant’s attentional state. How often do moments of 
Coordinated Joint Attention occur in the home and what are the behaviors used in the home 
context to support sustained attention? In the same way, future work should carry out a training 
study to test the causal relation between socially scaffolded attention and the development of 
self-generated attention. In a training study, infants would be tested in the context of independent 
play with object both before and after the training session, which would consist of between 3-8 
sessions with an experimenter who is trained to support attention by generating multimodal 
behaviors around the infant-attended object. The gains in the ability to sustain attention for this 
group of infants can be compared to the gains obtained by infants in a control group who came to 
the lab but did not engage in the social scaffolding of sustained attention. This type of study 
could still elicit natural behavior but causally test whether social partners can promote better self-
generated attention. It could also speak to how malleable the path is, an open question that needs 
to be answered before interventions are implemented.  
To conclude, I pose some of the open questions for the field suggested by this thesis. 
What are the gaze-following discrete trial-based experiments measuring? The results showed the 
discrete-trial based experiment had large individual differences and infants followed the gaze cue 
very quickly. Because these measured individual differences have been shown to be predictive of 




used in the field to measure other constructs such as disengagement, executive function or 
recovery in the face of perturbations. 
Another important question is whether researchers are also unaware of other trial-based 
tasks in the literature that also elicit a non-natural behavior in the context of the experiment. 
Developmental psychology is dominated by experimental studies that isolate factors and try to 
find the single cause of learning and development. These “petri dish” studies are likely missing 
the complexities between more than one factor that in real life interact and matter for learning 
and development. It is important that researchers stop calling mechanisms to the surface 
behaviors that are shown in lab-based highly predictive tasks of future development. 
Finally, research about research is needed to understand how to carry out research that 
retains ecological validity and elicits real-world phenomena, but that also helps us understand 
mechanisms of action. Even if it is shown that experiments are not bulletproof and that causal 
inference should not be the only goal of research (Chapter 2), researchers and the general public 
will always want to understand how things work (Chapter 3 and 4). Is there a gold standard 
model that indicates how to combine observational and experimental research designs? Perhaps 
the optimal combination of methods could accomplish the right balance between ecological 
validity and causal inferences. Moreover, the research enterprise as a whole places an emphasis 
on the reliability of the experimental work by asking researchers to report reliability of the 
measures used. But, should we also care about the validity of the research? In particular, should 
researchers be asked to explicitly examine or discuss the ecological validity of their 
experiments? Answers to these questions could help current and future generations of scientists 
make important contributions to our understanding of the world through the implementation of 
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